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The transport of fluid in and around nanometer-sized objects with at least one characteristic
dimension below 100 nm enables the occurrence of phenomena that are impossible at bigger length
scales. This research field was only recently termed nanofluidics, but it has deep roots in science and
technology. Nanofluidics has experienced considerable growth in recent years, as is confirmed by
significant scientific and practical achievements. This review focuses on the physical properties and
operational mechanisms of the most common structures, such as nanometer-sized openings and
nanowires in solution on a chip. Since the surface-to-volume ratio increases with miniaturization, this
ratio is high in nanochannels, resulting in surface-charge-governed transport, which allows ion
separation and is described by a comprehensive electrokinetic theory. The charge selectivity is most
pronounced if the Debye screening length is comparable to the smallest dimension of the nanochannel
cross section, leading to a predominantly counterion containing nanometer-sized aperture. These
unique properties contribute to the charge-based partitioning of biomolecules at the micro-
channel-nanochannel interface. Additionally, at this free-energy barrier, size-based partitioning can be
achieved when biomolecules and nanoconstrictions have similar dimensions. Furthermore, nanopores
and nanowires are rooted in interesting physical concepts, and since these structures demonstrate
sensitive, label-free, and real-time electrical detection of biomolecules, the technologies hold great
promise for the life sciences. The purpose of this review is to describe physical mechanisms on the
nanometer scale where new phenomena occur, in order to exploit these unique properties and realize
integrated sample preparation and analysis systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanofluidics is defined as the study and application of
fluid flow in and around nanometer-sized objects with at
least one characteristic dimension below 100 nm �Eijkel
and van den Berg, 2005a�. At such length scales, struc-
tures have a high surface-to-volume ratio, leading to
new physical phenomena that are not observed at mac-
rofluidic or microfluidic size scales �Di Ventra et al.,
2004; Han, 2004�. One significant benefit of nanofluidics
is that it presents the possibility of learning new science
using controlled regular nanostructures �Mukhopadhyay,
2006�, which makes it relevant for many areas in nano-
science and nanotechnology.

The term nanofluidics has only recently been intro-
duced with the rise of micro total analysis systems
��TAS� �Manz et al., 1990�, which aim to integrate all
steps of biochemical analysis on one microchip �Squires

and Quake, 2005; Whitesides, 2006�. The roots of nanof-
luidics are broad, and processes on the nanometer scale
have implicitly been studied for decades in chemistry,
physics, biology, materials science, and many areas of
engineering. This dynamic new field has drawn attention
in technology, biology, and medicine due to advances in
biomolecule preparation and analysis systems �Lieber,
2003�, single-molecule interrogations �Craighead, 2003,
2006�, and other unique modes of molecular manipula-
tion. For example, molecules can be controlled by
charge in nanochannels because of their electrostatic in-
teractions with the electrical double layer �EDL�, a
shielding layer that is naturally created within the liquid
near a charged surface. Moreover, size-based filtration
and sieving can be achieved because the length scales of
biomolecules and synthetic nanometer-sized objects are
similar.

In this review, we present the following unique prop-
erties of nanofluidic systems: nanowires can be operated
as field-effect transistors to detect chemical and biologi-
cal species label-free, and transport through nanochan-
nels leads to analyte separation and new phenomena
when the EDL thickness becomes comparable to the
smallest channel opening �Fig. 1�. Such charge-selective
features were first described in membrane filtration �us-
ing mainly irregular nanoporous systems�, and industrial
applications have been developed. However, mem-
branes are not in the scope of this review, and the reader
is referred to the comprehensive literature of membrane
science �Helfferich, 1962; Sata, 2004; Strathmann, 2004�.
We focus instead on geometrically well-defined, solid-
state nanochannels with one cross-sectional dimension
between a few nanometers and 100 nm that are manu-
factured on a chip with standard microfabrication tech-
nology processes. Compared to membranes, which yield
statistical results, single, well-designed, and controlled
nanochannels are ideal physical modeling systems to
study fluidics in a precise manner. Carbon nanotubes are
not covered in this review, and the reader is referred to
Whitby and Quirke �2007�.

The authors are inspired by nature’s ultimate nano-
fluidic system, namely, transmembrane protein channels.
They have remarkable features such as high charge se-
lectivity, which was first described in studies of cell-
function-controlling potassium channels on the cell

High ionic strength Low ionic strength

FIG. 1. Electrical double layer �EDL, shaded in gray� at high
ionic strength, it is thin, allowing co-ions and counterions to
pass through the nanochannel. At low ionic strength, the EDL
thickness increases, resulting in a counterion-selective
nanochannel. From Schoch, 2006.
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membrane. These channels are 10 000 times more per-
meable to potassium than to sodium although both at-
oms have one positive net charge �Israelachvili, 1992;
Doyle et al., 1998�. At the same time, these ion channels
exhibit high transport throughput, approaching the dif-
fusional limit. Such a performance has not been
achieved by any artificial nanopore, which demonstrates
that there is much to be learned from biology.

In this review, we first present classic electrostatic and
electrokinetic theory relevant to nanofluidics in Sec. II.
Expert readers may focus directly on Sec. II.B.2, which
describes electrokinetic effects of nanochannels. When a
nanochannel is contacted, the geometric size difference
between the interfacing channel and the nanochannel
leads to a free-energy barrier, and the unique properties
of the microchannel-nanochannel interface are analyzed
in Sec. III. Section IV focuses on systems that include
nanometer-sized structures for separating biomolecules
such as DNA and proteins. Then we describe operation
mechanisms and physical effects of nanopores and nano-
wires for label-free biomolecule detection in Sec. V. The
fabrication techniques of nanometer-sized openings that
we discuss in this review are summarized in Sec. VI.
Finally, we draw conclusions and offer perspectives
about transport phenomena in nanofluidics.

II. ELECTROKINETIC EFFECTS

Here we introduce the reader to electrostatics in liq-
uids and electrokinetic effects, which are the most im-
portant and fundamental concepts for the description of
transport in nanofluidics. This classical theory was estab-
lished decades ago in well-established disciplines, but it
cannot be omitted in the new interdisciplinary field of
nanofluidics �Eijkel and van den Berg, 2005a�, and will
therefore be summarized.

A. Electrostatics in liquids

When considering that a solid in contact with a liquid
bears a surface charge, one perceives that this parameter
is of increased importance in nanochannels, since they
have a high surface-to-volume ratio. Surface charge is
caused by the dissociation of surface groups and the spe-
cific �nonelectric� adsorption of ions in solution to the
surface �Perram et al., 1973; Behrens and Grier, 2001�.
Depending on the number and type of acid and basic
groups present in solution �Hunter and Wright, 1971;
Davis et al., 1978; Sonnefeld et al., 1995�, the solid has
either a positive or a negative surface charge density,
which is phenomenologically described by �s=�iqi /A,
where qi=zie is the net charge of ion i, zi is the valency
of ion i, e is the electron charge, and A is the surface
area. A typical value of high charge density and fully
ionized surfaces is �s=0.3 C m−2, which corresponds to
one charge per �0.5 nm2. At a specific pH value of the
solution, the surface bears no net charge; this is known
as the point of zero charge, which is �2 for glass �Parks,

1965; Iler, 1979�. We focus on glass for reasons described
in Sec. VI to do with the fabrication of nanochannels.

Surface charges result in electrostatic forces, which
are important for the description of long-range interac-
tions between molecules and surfaces in liquids, and
thus they govern transport in nanofluidic systems. At
small distances, van der Waals forces contribute to the
attractive part of the interaction, for example, between
dissolved particles, whereas coagulation is prevented by
repulsive or attractive electrostatic forces. The interplay
between van der Waals and electrostatic forces was ini-
tially described in the 1940s in the Derjaguin-Landau-
Verwey-Overbeek �DLVO� theory �Overbeek, 1952; Is-
raelachvili, 1992�, which is important for the description
of colloidal stability. van der Waals forces are greatly
insensitive to variations in electrolyte concentration and
pH, which is not true for electrostatic forces.

1. Electrical double layer

Due to the fixed surface charge at the solid interface,
an oppositely charged region of counterions develops in
the liquid to maintain the electroneutrality of the solid-
liquid interface. This screening region is denoted as the
EDL because ideally it consists of opposite charges,
some of which are bound while others are mobile.

The electrical double layer was initially represented
by a simple capacitor, usually attributed to the model of
Helmholtz. Gouy and Chapman treated one layer of
charge smeared uniformly over a planar surface im-
mersed in an electrolyte solution �Overbeek, 1952�.
Stern recognized that the assumptions that the electro-
lyte ions could be regarded as point charges and the
solvent could be treated as a structureless dielectric of
constant permittivity were quite unsatisfactory. He intro-
duced the Stern layer between the inner and outer
Helmholtz planes, in which the charge and potential dis-
tribution are assumed to be linear, and a diffuse layer
further from the wall where the Gouy-Chapman theory
is applied. This model is presented in Fig. 2, which is
separated into three layers �Hunter, 1981�. The first layer
is at the inner Helmholtz plane and bears the potential
�i, where co-ions and counterions are not hydrated and
are specifically adsorbed to the surface. The second
layer is defined by the outer Helmholtz plane with po-
tential �d, consisting of a layer of bound, hydrated, and
partially hydrated counterions. The outermost and third
layer is the diffuse layer, composed of mobile co-ions
and counterions, in which resides the slip plane bearing
the � potential �described hereafter�. In most cases, the
outer Helmholtz plane and the slip plane are situated
close to each other �Bhatt et al., 2005�, allowing the ap-
proximation of �d with the � potential for practical pur-
poses.

The slip plane, or shear surface, is an imaginary plane
separating ions that are immobile at the surface from
those that are mobile in solution. The � potential at this
plane can be experimentally determined, and is there-
fore an important parameter in colloid science for deter-
mining the stability of particles, and in �TAS for de-
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scribing fluid flow in channels �Dittrich et al., 2006�. The
� potential is dependent on the pH and ionic strength of
the solution, showing a slight increase in its absolute
value for a decreasing number of ions in solution
�Lyklema and Overbeek, 1961; Hunter, 1981; Gu and Li,
2000�.

2. Potential distribution in EDL

We now provide an overview of the potential distribu-
tion at charged interfaces; a more comprehensive treat-
ment has been given by Hunter �1981� and Overbeek
�1952�. To calculate the potential distribution near a
charged surface, the electrochemical potential �5 i of ion i
in a liquid phase at constant pressure and temperature
has to be considered �Israelachvili, 1992�,

�5 i = �̃i + ziF� = �̃i
0 + RT ln��aci/c

0� + ziF� , �1�

where �̃i is the chemical potential, F is the Faraday con-
stant, � is the electric potential due to the surface
charge, �̃i

0 is the standard chemical potential of ion i at

constant pressure and temperature, R is the gas con-
stant, T is the temperature, �a is the activity coefficient,
ci is the molar concentration of ion i, and c0 is the stan-
dard molarity of 1 mol l−1. At equilibrium, the electro-
chemical potential of the ions must be the same every-
where �i.e., grad��5 i�=0�, and the electrical and
diffusional forces on the ion i must be balanced,

��̃i = − ziF � � , �2�

where �=grad. Insertion of the chemical potential �̃i

= �̃i
0+RT ln��aci /c0� into Eq. �2�, and its integration from

a point in the bulk solution where �=0 and ni=ni
� and

the bulk volume density ni
�=1000NAci, leads to the

Boltzmann equation, giving the local concentration of
each type of ion in the diffuse layer,

ni = ni
� exp�− zie�/kBT� , �3�

with kB the Boltzmann constant and the conversion
e /kB=F /R is applied. The volume charge density � of all
ions present in the neighborhood of the surface is given
by

� = e�
i

nizi. �4�

One further important equation is required, the fun-
damental Poisson equation, giving the net excess charge
density at a specific distance from the surface:

�2� =
d2�

dz2 = −
�

	0	r
, �5�

where �2�=div�grad �� and z is the surface normal di-
rection. Substituting Eqs. �3� and �4� into Eq. �5�, we
obtain the complete Poisson-Boltzmann equation, which
describes how the electrostatic potential due to a distri-
bution of charged atoms varies in space,

�2� =
d2�

dz2 = −
e

	0	r
�

i
ni
�zi exp�− zie��z�/kBT� . �6�

3. Debye-Hückel approximation

The Poisson-Boltzmann equation �Eq. �6�� is a
second-order elliptic partial differential equation, and
can be solved analytically by assuming that the surface
potential is small everywhere in the EDL �zi�i

25.7 mV at 25 °C� and by expanding the exponential
�using the relation e−�=1−� for small ��, which leads to
the Debye-Hückel approximation

�2� =
d2�

dz2 = �2��z� , �7�

where

� = � e2�
i

ni
�zi

2

	0	rkBT
�1/2

. �8�

� is called the Debye-Hückel parameter and is mainly
dependent on the bulk volume density ni

�. The potential
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FIG. 2. Gouy-Chapman-Stern model of the solid-electrolyte
interface, with the corresponding potential distribution � vs
the distance z from the wall. The solid is illustrated with a
negative surface potential �s, described by three layers in so-
lution. The inner Helmholtz plane layer ��i� consists of nonhy-
drated co-ions and counterions, whereas the outer Helmholtz
plane layer ��d� is built up of only hydrated counterions. The
diffuse layer is defined beyond the outer Helmholtz plane. At
the slip plane, the � potential can be experimentally investi-
gated, and as the distance between the outer Helmholtz plane
and the slip plane is negligible in most cases, the � potential is
usually equal to �d. Adapted from Schoch et al., 2005.
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decays exponentially in the diffuse layer with the char-
acteristic distance given by the Debye length D=�−1.
This value corresponds to the thickness of the EDL,
which increases with dilution as presented in Table I.
For a symmetrical zi :zi electrolyte with concentration ci
at 25 °C, the value of the Debye length D �unit is
meters� can be written as

D =
3.04� 10−10

zi
	ci

=
2.15� 10−10

	Is

, �9�

where the ionic strength Is is

Is =
1
2 � cizi

2. �10�

Consider that the region of varying potential extends
to a distance of about 3D before the potential has de-
cayed to about 2% of its value at the surface. Based on
the approximation zi�s
25.7 mV, the solution of the
Debye-Hückel approximation is

��z� = �s exp�− �z� . �11�

4. Gouy-Chapman model

As the Debye-Hückel approximation is not valid for
high surface potentials, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
has to be solved explicitly. Analytically, this can be done
only under the assumption of a symmetrical electrolyte
where the valence of the co-ion is equal to the valence of
the counterion, leading to the Gouy-Chapman equation

tanh�zi�̃�z�/4� = tanh�zi�̃s/4�exp�− �z� , �12�

where �̃=e� /kBT is the dimensionless potential, and at

25 °C �̃=1 for �=25.7 mV. For small values of �,
tanh �
� is valid �Taylor expansion�, and Eq. �12� re-
duces to Eq. �11�. The Poisson-Boltzmann equation for
high surface potentials and unsymmetrical electrolytes
can only be solved numerically.

The resulting ion distribution from the Gouy-
Chapman model is presented in Fig. 3�a�, where almost
all the charge is balanced by the accumulation of coun-
terions and relatively little by the reduction of co-ions.
This is why it is possible to treat an unsymmetrical elec-
trolyte system as symmetric, as is done in the Gouy-
Chapman model, without incurring too much error.

When the Debye-Hückel approximation is used instead,
the two ion types are of equal significance, as shown in
Fig. 3�b�.

5. Surface charge density

The surface charge density must balance the charge
density in the adjacent solution,

�s = − �
0

�

� dz . �13�

On substituting Eq. �5� and the integrated Eq. �6� into
Eq. �13�, we obtain a relationship between the surface
charge density �s and the surface potential �s,

�s = 	0	r�
0

� d2�

dz2 dz

= �2	0	rkBT�
i

ni
��exp�− zie�s/kBT� − 1��1/2

dz .

�14�

Since the surface potential �s is difficult to determine
experimentally, the charge density of the diffuse layer
can be calculated by stopping the integration at the
shear plane. We thus achieve an equation that relates
the � potential to the diffuse layer charge density,

�d = �2	0	rkBT�
i

ni
��exp�− zie�/kBT� − 1��1/2

dz ,

�15�

which has been used, for example, in a site-binding
model of the oxide-electrolyte interface �Yates et al.,
1974�, and has shown consistency with experimental
data obtained for oxides by potentiometric titration
measurements �Abendrot, 1970�.

TABLE I. EDL thicknesses D for typical KCl concentrations
at 25 °C.

KCl concentration �M� Debye length D �nm�

100 0.3
10−1 1.0
10−2 3.1
10−3 9.6
10−4 30.5
10−5 96.3 0 1 2 3 4

n-

n+

n+0=n-0

0 1 2 3 4

n-

n+

κ zκ z

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. Volume densities n+ and n− of positive and negative
ions, respectively, near a negatively charged surface as a func-
tion of the dimensionless number �z. Distribution from �a� the
Gouy-Chapman model, which shows an excess of positively
charged ions, and �b� the Debye-Hückel approximation with a
symmetrical co-ion and counterion distribution. Adapted from
Hunter, 1981.
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6. Surface conductance

The EDL contains more ions than the bulk, which
results in a surface conductance due to their motion in
the electric field �Urban et al., 1934; Kittaka and
Morimoto, 1976�, and this conductance can be measured
in an ac field at sufficiently high frequency. Such conduc-
tance measurements can also be performed in a dc field,
but the electro-osmotic contributions �see Sec. II.B.1�
must be considered. The measured surface conductance
Gms in glass capillaries is given by

Gms = K�
2�r0

d
, �16�

where r0 is the radius of the capillary, d is its length, and
K� is the normalized surface conductance, often referred
to as the surface conductance in the literature. Decades
ago, only the diffuse part of the EDL was considered for
the surface conductance K�, and values on the order of
10−9–10−8 S were reported �Overbeek, 1952�.

However, for nonpenetrable surfaces, Lyklema and
Minor �1998� showed that surface conductance does not
take place only in the diffuse part of the EDL; a signifi-
cant amount occurs behind the slip plane, as has been
confirmed by their experimental case study of sulfated
polystyrene latex plugs. Therefore, they described the
total conductance K� as the sum of the surface conduc-
tance contributions from the diffuse part K�d and inner
part K�i of the EDL �Lyklema, 1995�,

K� = K�d + K�i. �17�

Lyklema et al. �1998� compared the EDL with a two-
dimensional gel corresponding to the Stern layer. In this
gel, ions can move laterally almost unimpeded, and it is
separated from the mobile part of the fluid by the slip
plane. For oxides, this hydrodynamically stagnant layer
contains up to 85% of the counterions and therefore
contributes significantly to the overall conductance K�.
Furthermore, the counterion mobility in this stagnant
layer is important in silica, for example, with 96% of the
bulk mobility �Lyklema, 2001�. In order to relate the
surface conductance to the bulk conductivity KL,
Lyklema and Minor �1998� have introduced the Dukhin
number,

Du = K�/apKL, �18�

where ap is the radius of the particle in solution. If Du
�1, the conductance mainly occurs along the charged
surface of the particle. Lobbus et al. �2000� have re-
ported that the contribution of the stagnant layer K�i to
the total surface conductance K� cannot be neglected,
and that the Dukhin number increases with dilution.

7. Continuum models and molecular-dynamics
simulations

In this review, we focus on nanochannels with heights
between a few nanometers and 100 nm, a scale at which
continuum and mean-field theories are valid. However,
these theories break down in smaller openings because

of the collisions between molecules and walls, and the
impurities and graininess of the substrate �Fulinski et al.,
2004�.

At such length scales, molecular-dynamics simulations
are used to determine transport in nanopores for a spe-
cific period of time with known physical laws �Qiao and
Aluru, 2003, 2005; Lu et al., 2004�. In a typical
molecular-dynamics simulation, a set of molecules with
initial random positions is assumed, to which are as-
signed initial random velocities corresponding to the
Boltzmann distribution at the temperature of interest.
The time evolution of the atomic positions is obtained
by numerically integrating Newton’s law of motion for
single atoms.

It is important to consider that the applicability of the
Gouy-Chapman model and the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation are limited by the finite size of the component
ions and the effect of these ions on the relative permit-
tivity of the solvent, because of which stochastic, nonde-
terministic Monte Carlo simulations have been applied
�Yang and Yiacoumi, 2002; Fawcett and Smagala, 2006�.

It can be difficult to obtain the continuum limit from
previously described simulations because simulated sys-
tems are usually limited to tens of nanometers and time
scales of nanoseconds. This restraint can be overcome
with sufficiently coarse-grained simulation techniques
such as dissipative particle dynamics �Groot and Warren,
1997� to reveal the physics of nanopores and nanochan-
nels �Duong-Hong et al., 2007�. In order to reduce com-
puting time, the density-functional theory has been ap-
plied to nanochannels, demonstrating good agreement
compared to Monte Carlo and molecular-dynamics
simulations �Nilson and Griffiths, 2006�.

B. Electrokinetic effects in nanochannels

Fluid flow in nanochannels is conveniently achieved
by electrokinetic techniques or capillary forces. The
nonmechanical manipulation of fluid by electrokinetic
effects is commonly used and is presented subsequently,
whereas capillary forces have been described in the re-
view of microfluidics by Squires and Quake �2005�,
which we briefly complement with nanofluidic studies.

In nanochannels, capillary pressures up to −17 bars
have been reported �Tas et al., 2003�, allowing for the
spontaneous filling of such channels with liquid. The po-
sition of the moving meniscus in nanochannels as a func-
tion of time has been modeled �Washburn, 1921; Tas et
al., 2004�, but after a certain filling length, the formation
of bubbles by the enclosure of air is typically encoun-
tered, a problem that has been addressed �Han, Mondin,
Hegelbach, et al., 2006; Riehn and Austin, 2006�. For
capillary filling studies, the behavior of liquid in shallow
nanochannels down to 6 nm can be monitored with a
Fabry-Perot interferometer by measuring the refractive
index of the medium inside the channel �Delft et al.,
2007�.

Pressure-driven flow can also be used in nanochan-
nels, but high pressures �Tegenfeldt, Prinz, and Cao,
2004� are needed to obtain fluid flow because the pres-
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sure has a power-law relation with the height of the
channel �Squires and Quake, 2005�. In microchannels,
fluid manipulation with hydrostatic pressure is often
used, but the achievement of well-controlled fluid flow is
challenging �Futterer et al., 2004; Johann and Renaud,
2004; Eijkel and van den Berg, 2005b�.

1. Basic physics of electrokinetics

The motion of electrically charged molecules and par-
ticles due to an applied electric field in moving sub-
stances such as water is studied in electrokinetics. This
field covers electro-osmosis, electrophoresis, dielectro-
phoresis, and electrorotation; here we emphasize the
first two processes and subsequently present their basic
physics.

�a� Electro-osmosis. If a charged surface is in contact
with a liquid and an electric field is applied parallel to
the interface, movement of liquid adjacent to the wall
occurs. If the surface is negatively charged, the net ex-
cess of positive ions in the EDL will draw the liquid
along because of viscous interactions, which results in
flow toward the cathode �Schmid, 1998�. At the slip
plane, the liquid velocity is zero and increases to a maxi-
mum value with the electro-osmotic velocity veo at some
distance from the wall, after which it remains constant at
high ionic strength of the solution in a nanochannel.
This plug flow was first described by Smoluchowski
�1916, 1918�,

veo = −
	0	r�Ex

�
, �19�

where Ex is the electric field in the x direction and � is
the dynamic �shear� viscosity of the fluid. The electro-
osmotic mobility is �eo=	0	r� /�. The � potential can be
changed by active control of electro-osmotic flow using
light �Moorthy et al., 2001�, the inversion of electro-
osmotic flow with surface coatings by polyelectrolytes
�Wu et al., 2001; Sui and Schlenoff, 2003; Adamczyk et
al., 2004�, or the difference in the electro-osmotic flow in
two different composite microchannels �Bianchi et al.,
2001�.

If the EDL can develop fully in the nanochannel, the
electric potential reduces to zero in the center. However,
if the ionic strength is low, the EDLs will overlap in the
nanochannel and affect electro-osmosis, which is no
longer plug flow but instead follows the electric poten-
tial ��z� �Fig. 4�. This phenomenon was first investigated
by Burgreen and Nakache �1964�, Levine, Marriott, and
Robinson �1975�, and complemented by Levine, Marri-
ott, Neale, et al. �1975� in capillary slits, whereas Rice
and Whitehead �1965� described flow in cylindrical cap-
illaries. Under low ionic strength conditions, the electro-
osmotic velocity veo is dependent on the potential distri-
bution ��z� between two parallel plates �discussed below
in Eq. �52�� and is given by

veo = −
	0	r�Ex

�
�1 −

��z�
�

� . �20�

�b� Electrophoresis. Electrophoresis is a common

technique used to move ions and molecules in microflu-
idic and nanofluidic channels �Oddy and Santiago, 2004�.
A simplified definition is that electrophoresis is the con-
verse of electro-osmosis; the liquid is regarded as fixed,
so that a molecule moves in the opposite direction rela-
tive to the solution. The complete description of electro-
phoresis has been given by Morgan and Green �2003�,
and is summarized here.

When a molecule is placed in an aqueous medium, the
EDL screens the charges of the molecule, so that overall
it is electroneutral and appears to have a zero net
charge. Placing the molecule in an electric field results in
its movement because ions in the EDL are not fixed to
the surface. The counterions in the EDL are mobile and
move in the direction opposite to that in which the mol-
ecule would move if it were unscreened. This ion move-
ment gives rise to fluid motion around the molecule
�electro-osmosis�, and because of the viscosity of the
aqueous medium, the fluid is stationary on a global
scale. This results in ion movement as the molecule is
pushed backward in the opposite direction.

Therefore, the electrophoretic mobility is dependent
on the thickness of the electrical double layer and can be
divided into categories of thin and thick EDLs, de-
scribed by the product �ap of the Debye-Hückel param-
eter � and the molecular radius ap.

Thin electrical double layer, �ap�1. For an EDL that
is thin compared to the molecular radius, electrophore-
sis is the converse of electro-osmosis �Eq. �19��. In this
case, however, the surface moves relative to the station-
ary fluid, and the electrophoretic mobility is given by the
Helmholtz-Smoluchowski limit,

�ep =
	0	r�

�
. �21�

Thick electrical double layer, �ap�1. When a mol-
ecule has a thick EDL, the force acting on the molecule
is the difference between the drag and Coulomb forces.
The drag force is given by Stokes law qEx= fvep, leading
to �ep=vep/Ex=q / f=q /6��ap, where f is the friction co-
efficient and vep is the electrophoretic velocity. The �

z = 0 z = h

Ψ(z)

Ψ = 0

Ψ = ζ

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the potential distribution
in a nanochannel with height h in direction z when the EDLs
overlap �solid line�, compared to the EDL potentials if the
opposite wall is not present �dashed line�. Adapted from
Schoch, 2006.
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potential can be identified with the potential of a point
charge as �=apE=apq /4�	0	r. The combination of these
expressions leads to the electrophoretic mobility in the
Hückel-Onsager limit,

�ep =
2	0	r�

3�
. �22�

The real situation is more complex than that de-
scribed above, as co-ions around the molecule move
ahead and counterions move in the direction opposite to
the molecule. This results in a polarization field, which
can increase or decrease the electrophoretic mobility. A
second issue, which has not been considered, is the dis-
tortion of the field induced by movement of the mol-
ecule, known as the relaxation effect.

�c� Streaming potential. When a liquid is forced to flow
through a small channel under hydrostatic pressure, ions
in the mobile part of the EDL are carried downstream.
This creates an electric current, which is called the
streaming current, flowing in the same direction as the
liquid. The accumulation of ions downstream sets up an
electric field, which causes a current to flow in the oppo-
site direction through the liquid �conduction current�.
When the conduction current is equal to the streaming
current, steady state is achieved. The resultant electro-
static potential difference between the two ends of the
channel is referred to as the streaming potential �.

These properties are exploited to determine the � sur-
face potential, which is done by either measuring the
streaming potential �Horn and Onoda, 1978; Mockel et
al., 1998; Gu and Li, 2000� or measuring the streaming
current directly �Jednacak and Pravdic, 1974�. The
streaming potential can also be measured with a nano-
scale probe over the changes in the counterion concen-
tration of the EDL. This concentration is dependent on
the flow speed, and therefore results in a conductance
change of the nanoprobe located in the EDL �Bourlon et
al., 2007�. In the case of EDL overlap in nanochannels, a
correction factor for the streaming potential has to be
considered �Burgreen and Nakache, 1964�, and it has
been reported that under such conditions the streaming
potential has a constant value due to length-scale effects
�Shim et al., 2007�.

�d� Electroviscous effect. Whenever an electrical
double layer at an interface in an ionic liquid is sheared,
a potential difference in the form of a streaming poten-
tial is established, which will tend to resist the flow of
liquid �Elton, 1948�. This potential will produce a back-
flow by electro-osmosis, and the net effect is a dimin-
ished flow in the forward direction. The liquid appears
to exhibit enhanced viscosity if its flow rate is compared
to the flow without EDL effects. This phenomenon is
denoted the electroviscous effect and is classified as fol-
lows �Hunter, 1981�.

The primary electroviscous effect occurs in channels
sufficiently large to allow complete development of the
EDL and can be measured in microchannels �Ren et al.,
2001; Vainshtein and Gutfinger, 2002�.

The secondary electroviscous effect refers to an in-
crease in the apparent viscosity of a fluid as a result of
EDL interactions �Yang and Li, 1997�. Tas et al. �2004�
have observed that the capillary filling speed of deminer-
alized water in 53-nm-high nanochannels is lower than
expected from capillary action. This is attributed to the
secondary electroviscous effect, and the apparent viscos-
ity has been measured as being 24% higher than the
bulk viscosity.

A real increase in the viscosity due to high electric
fields in the neighborhood of a surface, for example, is
referred to as the viscoelectric effect.

2. Comprehensive electrokinetic theory for nanochannels

It is important to consider aforementioned electroki-
netic phenomena to develop a comprehensive transport
model of molecules in nanochannels. Such processes
have been described in the field of membrane science. In
nanofiltration, the Teorell-Meyer-Sievers model can be
applied; it assumes a uniform distribution of fixed
charge, mobile ions, and electric potential �Hagmeyer
and Gimbel, 1999; Bowen and Welfoot, 2002; Garcia-
Aleman and Dickson, 2004�. However, these assump-
tions are not applicable to membranes with pores con-
taining a radius bigger than the Debye length, leading to
the proposition of the space-charge model by Gross and
Osterle �1968�, and its development by Wang et al.
�1995�. The validity of this model to describe the elec-
trokinetic phenomena in charged capillaries and trans-
port through porous membranes has been confirmed
�Szymczyk et al., 1999; Yaroshchuk et al., 2005�. The
space-charge model is an extension of the Teorell-
Meyer-Sievers model and is more calculation intensive,
mathematically complicated, and computationally ex-
pensive, which makes it difficult to apply to solutions of
mixed electrolytes. This led to the development of sim-
plified approaches for modeling ion transport through
porous membranes �Hawkins Cwirko and Carbonell,
1989; Smit, 1989; Basu and Sharma, 1997�.

The space-charge model is one of the most complete
physical interpretations of ion transport through
nanometer-sized channels, which are assumed to be
straight and bear a surface charge. The following equa-
tions are solved: �1� the Poisson equation for the distri-
bution of the electric potential in nanochannels, �2� the
Nernst-Planck equation for ion transport, and �3� the
Navier-Stokes equations for laminar volumetric fluid
flow. The Poisson and Nernst-Planck equations give ion
distributions “beyond” the Poisson-Boltzmann �Eq. �6��
because they allow flows and other forces to drive ion
fluxes. In the absence of other flows and forces, the Pois-
son and Nernst-Planck equations give the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation.

�a� Poisson equation and Boltzmann distribution. The
electric potential is divided into two parts,

� = ��x,z� + ��x� , �23�

where � originates from the surface charge of the
nanochannel and � is due to the streaming potential,
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with x the longitudinal direction and z the direction nor-
mal to the nanochannel surface. To calculate the electric
potential in nanochannels, the following assumptions
can be made since the nanochannels are much longer
than they are high �Sasidhar and Ruckenstein, 1982�. �1�
The variations of the potential in x are much smaller
than in the z direction. �2� The concentration variation
in the z direction at any x position follows the equilib-
rium Boltzmann distribution, because normal ionic cur-
rents have to be compensated due to diffusion and elec-
tromigration within the EDL �Dukhin and Shilov, 1969�,

c± = z�c* exp��z±e�/kBT� , �24�

where c* is the bulk concentration at negligible electro-
static interactions. With these two assumptions, the elec-
tric potential in nanochannels is given by the Poisson
equation,

�2� = −
F

	0	r
�
i=1

2

zici, �25�

where i=1 indicates the cations and i=2 the anions.
�b� Nernst-Planck equation. The second equation is

the extended Nernst-Planck equation, which accounts
for the transport of charged molecules in the presence of
an electric potential through the nanochannel. The total
flux per area Ji of ion i includes contributions from dif-
fusional flux, migration of molecules in the electric field,
and convective flux in the nanochannel,

Ji = − Di � ci −
ziF

RT
Dici � � ± vcci, �26�

where Di is the diffusion coefficient of ion i and vc is the
convective velocity field. The extended Nernst-Planck
equation includes the contribution of convective flux,
unlike the ordinary Nernst-Planck equation. Equation
�26� is the sum of three terms, as follows:

• Fick’s first law, which specifies the diffusion of mol-
ecules due to a chemical potential gradient �concen-
tration gradient�.

• The flux due to the electric potential �.

• Convective transport, which can be due to pressure,
mechanical stirring, and external fields such as elec-
tric and magnetic fields �Fair and Osterle, 1970; van
der Horst et al., 1995; Bowen et al., 1997; Garba et al.,
1999�. In nanopores, electro-osmotic transport due to
an electric field has to be considered �Kemery et al.,
1998; Bath et al., 2000; Bhattacharjee et al., 2001;
Miller et al., 2001; Gasparac et al., 2003�. The direc-
tion of vc is dependent on the surface charge of the
nanochannel, and is in the opposite direction from
the first two contributions if the surface charge is
negative.

�c� Navier-Stokes equations. The third contribution to
the space-charge model is the Navier-Stokes equations,
which represent a conservation of momentum in a dif-
ferential form and are used to calculate vc. For incom-
pressible Newtonian fluids, in which the viscosity is not

dependent on shear stress �Gross and Osterle, 1968;
Marshall and Mocskos, 1997�, by neglecting inertia
�Sasidhar and Ruckenstein, 1982�, and assuming con-
stant viscosity in the Navier-Stokes equations, the move-
ment of fluid through channels is given by

�vc = 0, �27�

− �p − Fb�
i=1

2

zici � � − Fb�
i=1

2

zici � � + ��2vc = 0, �28�

where Eq. �27� is the continuity equation, p is the exter-
nal pressure, and Fb is the body force. Equation �28�
contains three different forces acting on any volume el-
ement inside the channel: �1� a mechanical force due to
the internally generated pressure gradient �the first
term�, �2� a body force that develops because of the po-
larization of the EDL �caused by the concentration gra-
dient through the nanochannel, the second term�, and
�3� a second body force caused by the streaming poten-
tial �the flow component due to the latter force is the
electro-osmotic flow, the third term�. All these forces
�1�–�3� balance the viscous force generated by the con-
vective motion of fluid �the fourth term in Eq. �28��.

The Navier-Stokes equations are usually solved with
the assumption of zero relative fluid-solid velocity, called
the no-slip boundary condition. However, observed flow
rates in nanotubes exceeded values calculated from con-
ventional hydrodynamics by more than three orders of
magnitude �Majumder et al., 2005; Holt et al., 2006�,
demonstrating nearly frictionless flow. Parameters af-
fecting such fluid slip are an interplay of surface rough-
ness, dissolved gas, pressure, wetting, shear rate, and
electrical properties �Neto et al., 2005; Squires and
Quake, 2005; Lauga et al., 2006; Seth et al., 2007�. We
believe that further knowledge of liquid slip is important
for nanofluidics because of the potential to design sys-
tems with enhanced fluid transport �Cheng and Gior-
dano, 2002; Eijkel, 2007�.

�d� Application to nanochannels. The space-charge
model has been simplified by Pennathur and Santiago
�2005a� to describe electrokinetic transport in long
nanochannels, confirmed by their experimental studies
�Pennathur and Santiago, 2005b�. Assuming fully devel-
oped flow and negligible contributions from pressure
gradients, they obtained the following expression for
electrokinetic flow in nanochannels:

veo + vep =
	0	r�Ex

�W
�exp�− zie���z� − �s�

kBT
�

��1 −
��z�
�

� + zi�epEx, �29�

where W= �exp�−zie��z� /kBT�� and � � represents the
cross-sectional averaged quantity. The exponential term
in Eq. �29� describes the transverse distribution of the
sample determined by analyte valence zi, and the trans-
verse potential distribution ��z�. The product of this ex-
ponential with 1−��z� /� captures the coupling between
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transverse electromigration and diffusion with stream-
wise flow.

Electrokinetic separation. The species transport veloc-
ity deduced from Eq. �29� shows that positively charged
analyte molecules experience lower liquid velocities
than negative sample ions, resulting in their separation
in long nanochannels. This effect is illustrated as follows.
Two like-charged objects repel each other due to Cou-
lombic interactions, resulting in a segregation of nega-
tively charged molecules toward the center of the like-
charged nanochannel �Garcia et al., 2005; Griffiths and
Nilson, 2006�. On the contrary, positively charged ana-
lyte molecules equilibrate close to the negatively
charged walls. There is no electrostatic effect on the
concentration profile of neutral molecules. If the Debye
length is comparable to the height h of the nanochannel,
then the electro-osmotic velocity profile follows the elec-
tric potential ��z� �refer to Fig. 4�, which has a maximum
at the center of the channel and therefore leads to the
separation of differently charged molecules in long
nanochannels �Fig. 5�. Garcia et al. �2005� found that the
greatest difference in the maximum electrokinetic ve-
locities is at 2D /h�0.5, because the extent of EDL
overlap reduces the potential variation through the
channel, and hence the development of electro-osmotic
velocity profiles.

This phenomenology is described in Eq. �29�, which
shows that species velocity is dependent on the electro-
lyte mobility values, � potential, ion valence, and Debye
length. Based on this analysis, Pennathur and Santiago
�2005a� reported a method termed electrokinetic separa-
tion by ion valence, whereby both ion valence and ion
mobility can be determined independently by comparing
properties measured in microchannels and nanochan-
nels. Additionally, it has been theoretically demon-
strated that molecules differing in valence can be more

efficiently separated in pressure-driven flow, while ana-
lytes with different mobility ratios should be separated
in electric-field-driven flow �Xuan, 2007�. This effect has
been attributed to competitive effects of electro-osmosis
and electrophoresis in nanochannels. For optimal elec-
trokinetic separation by ion valence, 2D /h should be
chosen between 0.3 and 0.5 �Fig. 6�, and, to simplify the
discussion of separations in long nanochannels, the defi-
nition of an analyte-specific length scale of each species
has been proposed �Baldessari and Santiago, 2006�.

Dispersion in nanofluidics. Velocity gradients across
the channel cross section are central to dispersion, as
they induce a shearing action �Taylor, 1953�. Convective
dispersion in microfluidic channels has been reviewed by
Squires and Quake �2005�; it is different for pressure-
driven and electro-osmotic flow due to their parabolic
and plug flow profiles, respectively �Griffiths and Nilson,
1999, 2006; Stein et al., 2006�. In nanochannels, the pre-
viously mentioned electrokinetic effects increase the dis-
persion rate of counterions and decrease the rate of co-
ions �De Leebeeck and Sinton, 2006�. These authors also
showed that the radially limited diffusion of ions by elec-
tromigration in response to the wall charge increases the
dispersion of all ions relative to neutral species. Ions
may diffuse radially only to the extent determined by
the Boltzmann equilibrium distribution, whereas neutral
species diffuse radially toward a uniform concentration
distribution. It has been theoretically shown that disper-
sion is decreased in nanochannels because of induced
electro-osmotic backflow �Xuan, 2007�.

Electrokinetic energy conversion. The pressure-driven
flow profile is parabolic and hence leads to ion separa-
tion in nanochannels, which can be exploited for electro-
kinetic energy conversion. Such a conversion of hydro-
static potential energy into electrical power has been
investigated by van der Heyden et al. �2005, 2006�, and
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FIG. 5. Dimensionless species velocity due to electro-osmosis
as a function of the normalized nanochannel height, for an
anion in �1� 60- and �2� 200-nm-high channels, and for an un-
charged molecule in �3� 60- and �4� 200-nm-high channels.
Adapted from Garcia et al., 2005.
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FIG. 6. Normalized mobility �nano/� as a function of 2D /h
for two values of ion valence zi. Measured normalized effec-
tive mobility in a nanochannel is compared with model predic-
tions for both 40 and 100 nm channels. The large open symbols
are the data, and the smaller, closed symbols are the corre-
sponding error bars. Adapted from Pennathur and Santiago,
2005b.
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this principle can be used for the development of micro
fuel cells �Liu et al., 2005� or electrokinetic pumps �Min
et al., 2004�. The maximum energy conversion efficiency
is obtained for 2D /h�1 �Morrison and Osterle, 1965;
Daiguji, Yang, Szeri, et al., 2004� and has been measured
to be �3% �van der Heyden et al., 2007�, which is low
compared to typical fuel cell efficiencies of 50%.

C. Electrode-electrolyte interface

As an introduction to Sec. III.A about the electrical
characterization of nanofluidic systems, we now describe
how the electrode-electrolyte interface can be modeled
by an electric equivalent circuit �Kovacs, 1994�.

The interface between the electrode and the ionic so-
lution can be represented by its capacitance CEDL, which
is the capacitance sum of the Helmholtz layer CH and
the Gouy-Chapman layer CGC,

1

CEDL
=

1

CH
+

1

CGC
. �30�

The Helmholtz layer can be modeled as a simple ca-
pacitance,

CH =
	0	rA

dOHP
, �31�

where dOHP is the distance from the electrode to the
outer Helmholtz plane �see Fig. 2�. The capacitance of
the Gouy-Chapman layer is obtained by differentiating
Eq. �14�,

CGC =
d�s

d�s
=
	0	r

D
cosh�zie�s

kBT
� . �32�

1. Charge-transfer resistance

Modeling the electrode-electrolyte interface by ca-
pacitance does not describe the entire electric circuit. A
resistive path must be considered in parallel to the ca-
pacitive path because a current can flow across the inter-
face when a dc potential is applied. In order to define
the resistive path in terms of the charge-transfer resis-
tance Rt, we briefly discuss electrochemistry.

When a metal is placed in an electrolyte, chemical
reactions will occur at the interface, whereby electrons
are transferred between the metal and the ionic solution.
This results in the formation of an electric field at the
electrode surface, which affects further chemical reac-
tions. Initially, the energy barrier for oxidation is lower
than for reduction. As the reaction proceeds, excess
electrons in the metal accumulate until the potential in-
creases, which reduces the barrier for the reverse reac-
tion �Kovacs, 1994�. These two competing reactions
eventually reach equilibrium, resulting in a zero net cur-
rent across the interface. The absolute value of the cur-
rent �per unit area� due to oxidation and reduction is
referred to as the exchange current density Id0

.
Thus, there is a constant flow of charge across the

interface at equilibrium, but the net flow is zero. To

achieve a flow of current, a net movement of charge is
required, which is obtained when a potential Va is ap-
plied to push the total potential across the interface,
away from its equilibrium value V0. This potential dif-
ference Va−V0 leads to the total overpotential �to,
which is principally made from the sum of two overpo-
tentials originating in the charge-transfer processes of
the EDL leading to the charge-transfer overpotential
�ct, and the diffusion of reactants to and from the elec-
trode. For operation of an electrode near its equilibrium
condition, the charge-transfer overpotential �ct domi-
nates the overall current. As the potential moves further
from equilibrium, the overpotential due to the diffusion
of reactants may become a limiting factor.

The exchange current density Id0
is dependent on the

material properties of the electrode, the electrolyte com-
position, and reactions taking place on the electrode. As
the electrochemical reaction that dominates the ex-
change current is often unknown, the calculation of Id0

is
difficult and is therefore experimentally determined by
measuring the charge-transfer resistance Rt around the
equilibrium potential of the electrode in the electrolyte
�see Eq. �33��. The exchange current density Id0

is then
used to calculate the electrical current density Id as a
function of the charge-transfer overpotential �ct, as de-
scribed by the Butler-Volmer equation �Park and Yoo,
2003�,

Id = Id0�exp� �1 − ��zie�ct

kBT
� − exp�− �zie�ct

kBT
�� , �33�

where � is the symmetry factor that reflects the energy
barrier differences for oxidation and reduction reac-
tions. To obtain an appreciable current density Id, note
that the exchange current density Id0

determines the
magnitude of the charge-transfer overpotential �ct.
Therefore, the appropriate choice of the electrode ma-
terial affects the amount of current that flows in re-
sponse to an applied potential. Since electrochemical re-
actions and gas evolution at the interface often occur at
higher voltages, it is desirable to limit excursions from
equilibrium as much as possible. Hence, electrode mate-
rials with a high exchange current density �like plati-
num� are desirable for integration into microfluidic and
nanofluidic systems.

This leads to the definition of the charge-transfer re-
sistance Rt that appears in parallel to the interfacial ca-
pacitance, which under low-field conditions with �=0.5
�nonrectifying system� in the linear regime is given by

Rt =
kBT

zieId0

. �34�

In summary, the model of a metal electrode placed in
an electrolyte can be represented by a capacitance CEDL
in parallel to the charge-transfer resistance Rt. The rela-
tive impedance of these two elements determines the
basic characteristics of the electrode. If the electrode has
a high exchange current density, the charge-transfer re-
sistance tends toward zero �Id0

→� ,Rt→0�, as for
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Ag/AgCl electrodes. Even though a significant current
density flows across the interface, no substantial overpo-
tential develops. This is referred to as an ideally nonpo-
larizable interface, and describes the optimum material
in this case. The opposite situation �Id0

→0,Rt→� � re-
sults in what is called an ideally polarizable interface. It
behaves like a capacitance with no Faradaic processes
occurring.

The charge-transfer overpotential �ct has been pre-
sented above; it is important for small applied potentials
Va. If the magnitude of this potential is increased, reac-
tants are not able to diffuse from the bulk to the inter-
face fast enough, and the current becomes diffusion lim-
ited. This results in a diffusional impedance ZW in series
with the charge-transfer resistance Rt, and ZW can be
represented by either a series or parallel combination of
resistance and capacitance. In 1899, Warburg proposed a
model for this diffusional impedance ZW, which is pro-
portional to 1 over the square root of the frequency �De-
Rosa and Beard, 1977; McAdams et al., 1995�.

2. Constant phase element

It is often experimentally observed �Metz, 2003;
Gawad, 2004� that the impedance deviates from the
purely capacitive behavior, that is expected theoretically
for smooth and clean surfaces like that of liquid mer-
cury. In such situations, the impedance spectrum ZCPE is
modeled by a constant phase element �CPE� �Mac-
Donald, 1987�, showing a power-law frequency depen-
dence,

ZCPE��� =
1

CCPE�j��nCPE
, �35�

where � is the frequency, CCPE is the CPE capacitance,
nCPE is the CPE exponent, and j is the imaginary unit.
For perfectly smooth and clean electrodes, nCPE is equal
to unity, resulting in ideal capacitive behavior. However,
if the electrode has a microscopic roughness due to
scratches, pits, etc., the effective solution resistance var-
ies along the surface, and the current density is inhomo-
geneous on a microscopic scale. This results in a CPE
exponent in the range of 0.5
nCPE
1.

The constant phase element obtained its name be-
cause the phase angle of ZCPE is independent of the fre-
quency, and has a value of −�90nCPE�. It is a nonintuitive
circuit element that was invented while looking at the
response of whole systems �MacDonald, 1987�.

III. PHENOMENA AT THE MICROCHANNEL-
NANOCHANNEL INTERFACE

In order to investigate a nanochannel, it must be con-
nected to the macroscopic world, which consequently
leads to an interface between a nanochannel and typi-
cally a microchannel �see Sec. VI, Fig. 32�. Different
techniques can be used to probe a nanometer-sized
opening, and we begin with a description of the electri-
cal characterizations that reveal the unique properties of
these channels. The electric field and fluid flow in a

nanochannel can be substantially different from those in
the connecting microchannel, resulting in large gradients
at the geometric interface. These effects have been de-
scribed in membrane science, where a porous membrane
is in contact with a bulk solution, from which the Don-
nan potential is known and subsequently introduced.
Then we present fluorescence measurements and mod-
eling of the exclusion-enrichment effect in nanochannels
at the diffusional limit and with external driving forces
as electric fields and pressures. This phenomenon is gen-
erally described by partitioning at the microchannel-
nanochannel interface, which takes into account electro-
static and steric contributions. Finally, we provide insight
into the complex process of concentration polarization
at ion-selective interfaces.

A. Electrical characterization of nanochannels

Electrical measurements of nanochannels are per-
formed because they do not require fluorescent labels
and are integrable on a chip, which is favorable for po-
tential applications. Furthermore, electrical character-
izations of fluidic systems can readily be parallelized.

First, we focus on impedance spectroscopy to measure
the nanochannel conductance. It has been shown that a
simple physical model for ion transport through a
nanochannel can explain its conductance value at vary-
ing ionic strengths. Indeed, we see that a conductance
plateau �on a log-log scale� is obtained at low ionic
strength when the Debye length becomes comparable to
the characteristic dimension of the nanochannel. This
effect is explained by an excess of mobile counterions in
the nanometer-sized aperture, which equilibrate the sur-
face charge to maintain electroneutrality. Subsequently,
we demonstrate that ion flow can be regulated with
chemical surface modifications and field-effect modula-
tions.

A nanochannel can be distinguished from a nanopore
by its length, as the nanochannel length is much longer
than the nanometer characteristic dimension of the
opening, whereas a nanopore has a length approxi-
mately within an order of magnitude of its minimal
opening dimension. We show that if a nanopore or
nanochannel has an asymmetric geometry or surface
charge distribution along its longitudinal axis, ionic cur-
rent rectification is obtained, as in a diode.

1. Impedance spectroscopy

To electrically characterize nanochannels that are in-
terfaced with microchannels, we recommend the place-
ment of electrodes as close as possible to the nanochan-
nel openings in order to increase the sensitivity �Schoch,
2006�. Therefore, the electrodes have to be integrated
into the microchannels, which can be achieved with stan-
dard microfabrication techniques. Platinum electrodes
were used by Schoch et al. �2005�, because this material
has a low chemical reactivity and hence will not be re-
duced or oxidized when electric potentials are applied.
However, the platinum electrodes bear an overpotential,
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and when an electric potential is applied, this results in a
start-up current peak and a decay with the square root
of time, as described by chronoamperometry and the
Cottrell equation �Girault, 2004�,

I�t� = nFAcR	DR

�t
, �36�

where n is the number of electrons transferred per mol-
ecule, A is the electrode surface, cR is the concentration
of the reduced species R, and DR is the diffusion coeffi-
cient of the reduced species R. Equation �36� describes
the fact that the current I induces oxidation and reduc-
tion at the electrodes, and therefore the formation of the
gases O2 and H2. After a few seconds, this results in a
diffusion-limited current because generation of hydro-
gen and oxygen can only occur at the same rate as the
diffusion of the deposition products into solution. Natu-
ral convection prevents the current from dropping to
zero in reality, leading to drifting currents.

These problems can be overcome by performing ac
instead of dc measurements. When the current flow
changes its direction each half-cycle of the sinusoidal
applied voltage, the system can be regarded as sym-
metrical. Diffusion-limited currents cannot occur and
chemical reactions are not induced because of the alter-
nating electric field �Asbury and Engh, 1998�.

The electrical properties of materials and their inter-
faces with electrodes can be characterized with imped-
ance spectroscopy �MacDonald, 1987�. This method can
be used to investigate the dynamics of bound or mobile
charges in the bulk or interfacial regions of any kind of
solid or liquid material. Impedance spectroscopy in-
volves relatively simple electrical measurements that can
readily be automated, the results of which may often be
correlated with many complex material variables. Gen-
erally, the most common and standard approach is to
measure the impedance directly in the frequency do-
main by applying a single-frequency voltage to the inter-
face and measuring the phase shift and amplitude, or
real and imaginary parts, of the resulting current at that
frequency.

Impedance spectroscopy has only recently been used
to describe nanometer-characteristic openings. Yi et al.
�2005� demonstrated the detection of DNA molecules in
a nanogap due to permittivity changes, and Ionescu-
Zanetti et al. �2006� analyzed sensitivity to sample per-
mittivity changes. They reported the detection limit of
the impedance to be a 1.7% change in permittivity,
showing the promise of nanogaps for label-free biomol-
ecule detection on platforms amenable to high-
throughput configurations. The impedance imaging of
individual pores in a porous membrane has been dem-
onstrated by Ervin et al. �2005, 2006� using a low-
impedance bypass channel around the membrane to
shunt the ion current. Cannon et al. �2003� analyzed the
resistances of individual fluidic elements on their device,
which consisted of two microchannels connected via a
nanoporous membrane in a multilayer microfluidic ar-
chitecture. Polymer electrolytes confined to a porous

polycarbonate membrane were exposed by Layson and
Teeters �2004� to different temperature and humidity
conditions, and impedance spectroscopy measurements
allowed deeper insight into the changes of the polyelec-
trolytes. Terrettaz et al. �2003� used impedance spectros-
copy on planar gold substrates to monitor ion-channel
protein activity modulations by the selective binding of
an antibody.

Schoch �2006� performed impedance spectroscopy
measurements of nanochannels interfaced by two micro-
channels containing microfabricated platinum electrodes
at different ionic strengths to reveal their properties. A
measurement from 50-nm-high nanochannels filled with
0.1M KCl is presented in Fig. 7. The semicircle in the
complex impedance plot is due to the resistance of the
nanochannel Rnano in parallel to the stray capacitance
Cstray. The effective electric resistance of the nanochan-
nels corresponds to the high intercept point of the ex-
trapolated semicircle with the real axis �Park and Yoo,
2003; Li, Yu, Harrell, et al., 2004�, resulting in Rnano
=2.22 M� at 4 kHz. At high frequency �, the imped-
ance is affected by the stray capacitance of the chip, and
since ions cannot follow the electric field, this results in
an impedance tending toward zero. In the complex im-
pedance plot, the straight line at low frequency � is due
to the EDL on the electrodes dominating the measure-
ment. The impedance of the EDL is represented by the
constant phase element ZCPE �see Sec. II.C.2�, which is
commonly favored over the use of a simple capacitor
�Gawad, 2004�.

2. Nanochannel conductance

�a� Mathematical model. For the electrical modeling of
a nanochannel filled with a 1:1 electrolyte such as KCl,
the conductivity of the bulk solution �bulk has to be con-
sidered �Morgan and Green, 2003�,
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FIG. 7. Complex impedance plot of 50-nm-high nanochannels
measured in a 0.1M KCl solution for frequencies � from 20 Hz
to 1 MHz. A value of 2.22 M� has been obtained for the
nanochannel resistance. The inset shows the electric equivalent
circuit modeling the EDL on the platinum electrodes, consist-
ing of the nanochannel resistance Rnano, the stray capacitance
of the chip Cstray, and the impedance of the constant phase
element ZCPE. Adapted from Schoch et al., 2005.
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�bulk = e�
i
�ini = ��K+ + �Cl−�nKCle , �37�

where �i is the mobility and ni is the volume density of
ions i. At high ionic strength, Eq. �37� can be used to
calculate the conductance of a nanochannel, but at low
ionic strength, a conductance plateau �on a log-log scale�
is observed �see Fig. 8� �Schoch and Renaud, 2005�. To
explain this effect, we consider the requirement for over-
all electroneutrality since the surface charge density
must be balanced by counterions, which are present in
the nanometer-sized aperture at the excess mobile coun-
terion concentration �Daiguji, Yang, and Majumdar,
2004�

ce =
2�s

hNAe
, �38�

where �s is the surface charge density in the Stern layer
and the diffuse double layer, and NA is the Avogadro
constant. When the bulk salt concentration is lower than
ce, the nanochannel attracts K+ ions to satisfy the elec-
troneutrality condition, whereas Cl− ions are electro-
statically repelled from the opening. Therefore, excess
counterions in the nanometer-sized aperture explain the
conductance plateau �on a log-log scale� at low ionic
strength. A simplified model of the nanochannel con-
ductance G for all KCl concentrations is obtained
through the superimposition of the bulk conductance
and the excess counterion conductance �Schoch and
Renaud, 2005�,

G = ��K+ + �Cl−�nKCle
wh

d
+ 2�K+�s

w

d
, �39�

where w is the width and d is the length of the
nanochannel. The conductance in a nanochannel for
ionic strengths higher than the excess mobile counterion
concentration ce is therefore dependent on channel ge-
ometry �first term in Eq. �39��. The second term illus-
trates that, for electrolyte concentrations lower than ce,
the conductance is dominated by �s and independent of
the height h of the nanochannel. When the first and sec-
ond terms of Eq. �39� are equal, the transition KCl con-
centration ct results, below which the conductance pla-
teau Gp �on a log-log scale� is reached �see Fig. 8�.

�b� Validations. Chemical surface modifications such
as pH adjustment of the solution and polymer coatings
have confirmed the modification of surface charge den-
sity in nanochannels �Stein et al., 2004; Schoch and
Renaud, 2005�. The aforementioned model has been ap-
plied by Karnik, Castelino, Fan, et al. �2005� to demon-
strate two effects: surface charge changes after adsorp-
tion of biomolecules, and occlusion of nanochannels due
to the immobilization of streptavidin and biotin on the
walls of the channel.

Electrolyte transport studies on synthetic nanopores
with diameters between 1 and 3 nm have supported the
evidence of higher pore conductivities than the bulk
conductivity for dilute salt concentrations, because the
Debye length and the van der Waals radius of the ions
become comparable to the pore radius �Ho et al., 2005�.
For pores with diameters of a few nanometers,
molecular-dynamics simulations have been used to esti-
mate ion mobility, which is affected by confinement and
ion-surface interactions.

�c� Considerations. It is known from the literature that
the absolute value of the � potential increases with dilu-
tion �Erickson et al., 2000; Gu and Li, 2000; Kirby and
Hasselbrink, 2004�, which results in a higher number of
attracted counterions near the surface, neutralizing the
fixed surface charge. This leads to a decrease in the fixed
surface charge density with decreasing ionic strength. In
relation to the conductance plateau on a log-log scale,
there are two competing factors at low ionic strength:
the higher � potential increases the concentration of
counterions near the surface, which implies an increase
in the nanochannel conductance, and the reduced fixed
surface charge density leads to a decrease in the conduc-
tance G. In Eq. �39�, �s is defined as the charge density
in the Stern layer and the diffuse double layer, affecting
both previously mentioned factors, resulting in a satura-
tion of the nanochannel conductance at low ionic
strength.

A phenomenon similar to these two competing effects
is denoted as charge regulation �Ninham and Parsegian,
1971; Healy et al., 1980�; it states that the charge densi-
ties of two objects are functions of their separation dis-
tances, and has been discussed by Behrens and Bork-
ovec �1999� and Behrens and Grier �2001�. To consider
contributions from both the surface charge density and
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FIG. 8. Schematic behavior of the nanochannel conductance
as a function of the KCl concentration. The impact of the char-
acteristic surface charge density �s, the width w, the length d,
and the height h of the nanochannel on its conductance is
shown. Below the transition KCl concentration ct, a conduc-
tance plateau Gp is reached, where ct corresponds to 0.5 times
the excess mobile counterion concentration ce. From Schoch
and Renaud, 2005.
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the salt concentration, Tessier and Slater �2006� pro-
posed an effective Debye length, which enables re-
searchers to solve systems in osmotic equilibrium with
an electrolyte reservoir.

When electrolyte solutions are subjected to an electric
field, ion-ion interactions have to be considered due to
the combined action of the electrophoretic effect and
relaxation in the ionic atmosphere �Heng et al., 2005�.
This leads to a dependence on the molar conductivity of
an electrolyte as a function of its concentration, which is
described in the empirical Kohlrausch law �Girault,
2004�,

�m = �m
0 − �	c , �40�

where �m is the molar conductivity, �m
0 is the limiting

molar conductivity in dilute electrolyte solutions where
ion-ion interactions can be neglected, and � is a con-
stant. Such effects were not considered in Eq. �39�,
which captures only the most relevant physical effects.

3. Ionic current rectification

The previously mentioned nanochannels are symmet-
ric, and their measured currents for voltages of the same
amplitude but opposing polarities have similar absolute
values. However, asymmetric pore geometries or surface
charge discontinuities in a nanopore lead to nonlinear,
diodelike voltage-current curves at symmetric electro-
lyte conditions. Such ionic current rectification in nano-
fluidic systems was first reported for quartz nanopipet
electrodes �Wei et al., 1997�. Siwy et al. �2002� studied
rectification with conically shaped nanopores in polymer
membranes, as described hereafter. Additionally, these
synthetic nanopores show voltage gating, like biological
ion channels �Sec. V.A.1�, because of carboxylate groups
at the surface, formed during the nanopore fabrication
with the track etching technique �Sec. VI.F�.

The poorly defined nature of the chemistry and
charge of the polymeric pores has limited the under-
standing of the current-rectification function; coating the
nanopore walls with a gold layer has offered deeper in-
sight �Siwy et al., 2004�. A judicious choice of the elec-
trolyte and pH value adjustments has demonstrated that
rectification requires surface charge. The electric poten-
tial inside conical nanopores has been calculated with
the shape of an asymmetric sawtooth �see Fig. 9�, which
allows ionic current rectification to be explained by the
ratchet mechanism �Ajdari and Prost, 1992; van Oude-
naarden and Boxer, 1999; Gauthier and Slater, 2003;
Matthias and Muller, 2003�. Cation-selective conical na-
nopores rectify ionic current with the preferential direc-
tion of cation flow from the narrow entrance to the wide
opening of the pore �Siwy and Fulinski, 2004�, strong
enough to pump ions against their concentration gradi-
ent �Siwy and Fulinski, 2002a�.

The magnitude of ionic current rectification depends
on the ionic strength, and the diodelike behavior be-
comes more pronounced with dilution because the depth
of the asymmetric ratchet tooth increases. The rectifica-
tion ratio is defined as the ratio of currents recorded for

voltages of similar amplitude but opposite polarities,
and it has been reported that this ratio versus the ionic
strength is maximal at moderate electrolyte concentra-
tions for nanopores contained in polymer membranes
�Cervera et al., 2006�. Since this maximum has not been
observed for gold nanopores, it is speculated that the
“dangling ends” of the polymers could act as electrome-
chanical gates, changing the pore diameter for different
applied voltages �Schiedt et al., 2005�.

An asymmetry in the electric potential cannot be ob-
tained solely with conical shapes of nanopores with uni-
formly charged walls. Karnik et al. �2007� demonstrated
ionic current rectification using symmetric nanochannels
whose walls are coated with positively and negatively
charged regions, and hence bear an asymmetric surface
charge distribution. Such patterned discontinuities can
be achieved in the axial direction by controlling the po-
sition of the reaction front, which is possible because the
time for ion diffusion across the channel is much shorter
than the transit time of ions through the channel �Kwak
and Hasselbrink, 2005�. This leads to a self-aligning pro-
cess denoted by diffusion-limited patterning, which can
be used to coat multiple species with spatial resolution
better than 1 �m �Karnik, Castelino, Duan, et al., 2006�.

The highest ionic current rectification ratios have
been obtained when the above-described rectification
effects were combined by positively and negatively pat-
terning charged regions in conical nanopores �Vlassiouk
and Siwy, 2007�. The operation mechanism of such nano-
fluidic diodes is explained by the fact that, when a volt-
age of opposite polarity with respect to the patterned
regions is applied through the nanopore, EDL concen-
tration profiles of anions and cations overlap and high
ionic currents result. Reversing the voltage moves cat-
ions and anions toward the bulk, leading to a depletion
zone inside the nanopore, and therefore low ionic cur-
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FIG. 9. Voltage-current curve showing ionic current rectifica-
tion of conical nanopores, explained with the ratchet mecha-
nism. The electric potential in conical nanopores takes the
form of an asymmetric tooth, which turns when the external
potential V is changed. For positive voltages, the force to move
ions through the pore is smaller than for negative voltages,
when ions are trapped inside the pore. The amount of current
transported by cations or anions can be calculated from such
voltage-current curves. From Siwy and Fulinski, 2004.
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rents. These rectification properties are similar to those
of bipolar semiconductor diodes or ion-exchange bipolar
membranes �Mafe and Ramirez, 1997�. Furthermore,
modeling has revealed that tunable ion current rectifica-
tion in nanopores is achievable with two thin layers of
opposite doping, forming a semiconductor membrane
�Gracheva et al., 2007�.

Moreover, ionic selectivity is not solely a property of
the nanopore itself, but also depends on the direction of
the concentration gradient. Using a model based on the
Poisson and Nernst-Planck equations, Cervera et al.
�2007� quantitatively described the reversal potential in
conical nanopores, which depends on the direction of
the applied ionic strength gradient. Such rectification of
ion transport through a concentration gradient has also
been shown in symmetric nanochannels �Cheng and
Guo, 2007�.

B. Donnan equilibrium

A charge-selective nanochannel and an adjacent elec-
trolyte solution may well be in equilibrium, even if the
electric potentials or the concentrations the two systems
are different, as long as the differences compensate for
each other, and the Gibbs free energy of both systems is
identical. This electrochemical equilibrium is referred to
as the Donnan equilibrium. It is obtained when an elec-
tric potential difference between two systems is compen-
sated by a concentration difference of ions �Donnan,
1924, 1995�. The Donnan equilibrium has been devel-
oped for porous membranes in contact with a bulk solu-
tion, and we present it here because it is relevant for
nanochannels interfaced with microchannels.

1. Donnan potential

When a charge-selective channel is in equilibrium
with an adjacent electrolyte solution, the electrochemi-
cal potentials �5 i of the permeating cation or anion i are
equal on sides I and II �see Fig. 10� �Rieger, 1994; Ha-
mann et al., 1998; Bockris and Reddy, 2000�,

RT ln�ci
I/c0� + ziF�

I = RT ln�ci
II/c0� + ziF�

II. �41�

Equation �41� holds for constant pressure, temperature,
and an ideal solution, which means that the activity of a
component is identical to its concentration. This equa-
tion can be solved for the electric potential difference
�D=�II−�I,

�D =
RT

ziF
ln� ci

I

ci
II� . �42�

The potential �D is denoted the Donnan potential,
and results in the Donnan ratio rD of cations �i=ca,zi
=1� and anions �i=an,zi=−1� between sides I and II,

rD = � ci
I

ci
II�1/zi

=
cca

I

cca
II =

can
II

can
I . �43�

Setting up Eq. �41� for a 1:1 electrolyte, once for cat-
ions and once for anions and summing the two, results in

cca
I can

I =cca
II can

II . The cation concentration inside the
nanochannel is cca

II =cw
II+can

II , where cw
II is the wall charge

concentration averaged over the channel volume. From
these two equations and Eq. �43�, the concentrations of
cations and anions in the nanochannel are calculated to
be �Sata, 2004�

cca
II = 0.5	4�ci

I�2 + �cw
II�2 + cw

II, �44�

can
II = 0.5	4�ci

I�2 + �cw
II�2 − cw

II. �45�

The Donnan ratio shows that exclusion of co-ions and
enrichment of counterions results in a cation-selective
nanopore �see Fig. 10�; this behavior is exploited in
membrane science for filtration purposes. The Donnan
effect can be enhanced using species with high ion va-
lence �Chaufer et al., 1996; Yaroshchuk, 2001b� or spe-
cific surface coatings �Hollman and Bhattacharyya,
2004�.

2. Membrane potential

The membrane potential has been developed in the
context of ion-exchange membranes, and we present it
here because charge-selective nanochannels have similar
characteristics to permselective membranes. Ion-
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FIG. 10. Donnan equilibrium at the microchannel-
nanochannel interface. �a� Schematic drawing presenting a
bulk solution �I� and an adjacent cation-selective nanochannel
�II�. �b� Concentrations ci

I of cations and anions in the bulk
solution are equal, whereas in the permselective nanochannel
the concentration of cations cca

II is higher than the concentra-
tion of anions can

II . �c� The Donnan potential �D is negative in
the cation-selective nanochannel. From Schoch, 2006.
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exchange membranes are important tools for separation
processes, which can be classified into mass separation,
chemical synthesis, and energy conversion and storage
processes �Morrison and Osterle, 1965; Strathmann,
2004�.

If two solutions of different ionic concentrations are
separated by a permselective membrane, a membrane
potential �m is created �Fig. 11�. The membrane poten-
tial can be measured directly, whereas the Donnan po-
tential is usually calculated. �m is composed of the two
Donnan potentials �D1

in solution 1 and �D2
in solution

2 and the diffusion potential �diff, caused by differences
in the transference numbers of different ions in the
membrane,

�m =�D1
+�D2

+�diff. �46�

When the Donnan equilibrium of counterions is at-
tained at the membrane interface, this leads to the Don-
nan potential at interface 1,

�D1
=

RT

F
ln

c1
II

c1
I =

RT

F
ln

	4�c1
I�2 + �cw

II�2 + cw
II

2c1
I . �47�

At interface 2, the Donnan potential is described by

�D2
=

RT

F
ln

c2
I

c2
II =

RT

F
ln

2c2
I

	4�c2
I�2 + �cw

II�2 + cw
II

. �48�

The diffusion potential has a maximum value for a
completely permselective membrane, and the mem-
brane potential is in this case the sum of the two Don-
nan potentials. When the membrane is not completely
permselective, the diffusion potential is calculated as

�diff = −
tca
II

zca

RT

F
ln

c2ca

I

c1ca

I +
tan
II

zan

RT

F
ln

c2an

I

c1an

I , �49�

where tca
II and tan

II are the transference numbers of cations
and anions �the fraction of the current transported by
the appropriate ion type� and zca and zan are the va-
lences of cations and anions, respectively.

C. Exclusion-enrichment effect

Section III.A.2 discussed the excess of counterions
present inside nanochannels at low ionic strength. This
enrichment of counterions in and exclusion of co-ions
from a nanometer-sized opening due to electrostatic in-
teractions with the surface charge is called the exclusion-
enrichment effect �EEE�, described by Plecis et al.
�2005�. Subsequently, we discuss the mathematical
model of this phenomenon.

The consequences of the exclusion-enrichment effect
on passive transport of charged species through a
nanochannel can be investigated by measuring the quan-
titative changes in the nanochannel permeability when
the Debye length increases. For anions, the decrease in
nanochannel permeability at low ionic strength can be
schematically described as electrostatic “narrowing” of
the nanometer-sized aperture, in analogy to an aperture
known from optics �see Fig. 12�. At high ionic strength,
the instantaneous flux �* is proportional to the geomet-
ric cross section S*. When the EDL gets larger at low
ionic strength, the effective cross section Seff through
which anions can diffuse is reduced, resulting in a lower
effective flux �eff. For cationic species, the enrichment
effect at low ionic strength increases the number of cat-
ions in the nanochannel that can be transported by dif-
fusion. This results in a higher effective flux.

1. Permselectivity of a nanochannel

The permselectivity induced by the EEE in nano-
porous structures was first experimentally investigated
with the advent of nanoporous membranes. Many
groups established the possibility of modulating the
transport of charged species through such synthetic
sieves. A gold-plating technique was developed that al-
lowed for control of both the size and surface chemistry
of pores on polycarbonate track-etched membranes
�Nishizawa et al., 1995; Lee and Martin, 2001; Martin et
al., 2001�. Additional transport studies found a higher
permselectivity of these membranes on anions or cations
when the Debye length was on the order of the pore
radius. The ionic permselectivity was also shown to de-
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FIG. 11. Schematic representation of the membrane present-
ing the concentration profile and resulting potential differ-
ences for a permselective membrane, separating solution 1
from solution 2. The concentrations in solution 1 are c1

I in the
bulk and c1

II at the membrane surface, and in solution 2 they
are c2

I in the bulk and c2
II at the membrane surface. The wall

charge concentration averaged over the channel volume is cw
II.

The membrane potential �m is composed of the Donnan po-
tential �D1

in solution 1, the Donnan potential �D2
in solution

2, and the diffusion potential �diff. Adapted from Sata, 2004.
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pend on the surface charge. Positively charged pores
showed increased anion flux compared to negatively
charged pores, and the inverse for cations, which legiti-
mizes the idea that the EEE is responsible for this perm-
selectivity. Numerical solutions of the fundamental flux
equations by Ramirez, Mafe, Aguilella, et al. �2003� and
Ramirez, Mafe, Alcarez, et al. �2003� for such mem-
branes were compared to experimental results, and were
able to qualitatively explain the observed permselectiv-
ity. Practical applications of such permselective mem-
branes were investigated by Bluhm et al. �1999� studying
cation transport through positively charged porous alu-
mina membranes for the separation of radioactive and
hazardous metal cations from contaminated water.

The first quantitative study of the EEE in a nanochan-
nel was described by Plecis et al. �2005�, who developed
a simple model of the nanochannel permeability for
varying ionic strength. The reference parameter for dif-
fusion experiments is the permeability P, which is the
constant that links the instantaneous flux � to the con-
centration difference �c,

� = P�c =
SD

d
�c . �50�

The geometric permeability P* and the geometric cross
section S* characterize the nanochannel when electro-
static interactions have a negligible effect on the trans-

port rate �high ionic strength�, whereas the effective per-
meability Peff and effective cross section Seff are used
when the transport of charged species is affected by
electrostatic forces.

When the exclusion and enrichment of ions occurs at
low ionic strength, the local concentration of charged
species is no longer homogeneous in the cross section of
the nanochannel, because the EDL extension increases
the counterion concentration near the charged surface.
Therefore, the z profile of the local concentration c�x ,z�
�see Fig. 14� must be averaged to determine the effective
concentration ceff�x� in the nanochannel in the presence
of electrostatic forces. The ratio between ceff and c*�x�
defines the exclusion-enrichment coefficient �, which is
constant in the whole nanochannel and quantifies the
EEE,

� =
ceff�x�
c*�x�

=
�c�x,z��z

c*�x�
=

Peff

P*
. �51�

The exclusion-enrichment coefficient � is higher than
1 in the case of enrichment, and lower than 1 in the case
of exclusion. The measured relative permeability Peff /P*

for different charged probes is shown in Fig. 13, present-
ing an exclusion of anions and an enrichment of cations.
No change in the permeability has been observed for the
neutral probe. Qualitatively, these results are in accor-
dance with the main hypothesis that EDL extension re-
sults in a higher permeability for counterions and a
lower permeability for co-ions. However, the change in
permeability is important when 2D
h before the clas-
sical EDL overlap, which means that electrostatic inter-
actions between charged species and the walls are im-
portant prior to overlap. Moreover, the permeability is
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FIG. 12. Schematic of the exclusion effect on anionic trans-
port. At high ionic strength, the Debye length is small so that
anions �co-ions� can freely diffuse through the whole cross sec-
tion S* of the nanochannel. The instantaneous flux without
electrostatic interactions �* is proportional to S*. The Debye
length increases with dilution, reducing the effective cross sec-
tion Seff through which anions can diffuse. This results in a
lower effective flux �eff. Adapted from Plecis et al., 2005.
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FIG. 13. Variation of the relative permeability Peff /P* of a
50-nm-high nanochannel vs KCl concentration for three probe
charges. Marks represent experimental measurements,
whereas dotted lines are theoretical fits obtained with Eq. �53�.
Anions are excluded from the nanochannel when EDL over-
lap occurs at low KCl concentrations, in which regime cations
are attracted, and therefore show enhanced transport through
the nanochannel. Adapted from Plecis et al., 2005.
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not zero at low concentrations, which shows that EDL
overlap does not signify complete anion impermeability
of the nanochannel, as we might suppose from Fig. 12.

2. Model of the exclusion-enrichment effect

At low ionic strength, the EDL thickness becomes
comparable to the nanochannel height, resulting in an
overlap of the diffuse parts of the EDLs in the
nanometer-sized aperture. It is useful to deduce the po-
tential distribution in the case of EDL overlap in
nanochannels, for which the exact potential is given by
the DLVO theory �see Sec. II.A�. A simplified solution
for this theory is obtained by solving the Debye-Hückel
approximation given in Eq. �7� with the appropriate
boundary conditions, resulting in the following potential
distribution �Hunter, 1981�:

��z� =
� cosh��h/2 − z�/D�

cosh�h/2D�
. �52�

The numerical solution of the complete Poisson-
Boltzmann equation �Eq. �6�� and the approximated po-
tential presented in Eq. �52� are compared in Fig. 14�a�
for different ionic strengths �Qu and Li, 2000; Conlisk et
al., 2002; Conlisk, 2005�. It is known that the Debye-
Hückel approximation generally overestimates the elec-
tric potential. In order to achieve better precision, nu-
merical solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
should be used. However, when the experimental uncer-
tainty of permeability measurements is considered, the

difference between the two predicted potentials remains
small, and the Debye-Hückel approximation is usually
sufficient.

Figure 14�b� shows that at a high ionic strength of
0.1M KCl where the potential is zero in most of the
nanochannel, no significant change in the concentration
is observed and ceff�x� is equal to c*, except for a negli-
gible region near the surface. At low ionic strength,
where the electric potential remains high in the whole
nanochannel, the exclusion of anionic species and en-
richment of cationic probes becomes important. From
Eqs. �51�, �52�, and �24�, we obtain an analytical expres-
sion for the exclusion-enrichment coefficient,

� =
1

h
�

0

h

exp�− q�

kBT

cosh��h/2 − z�/D�
cosh�h/2D� �dz . �53�

Equation �53� shows that the Debye length D and the
characteristic dimension of the nanochannel h are not
the only parameters characterizing EEE, but the net
charge q of the diffusing species �see Sec. III.D� and the
� potential of the surface are also important parameters
for the quantification of this permselective effect. The �
potential can be changed with surface charge modifica-
tions, and an inversion of the � potential is even possible
with aluminum pretreatment �Horn and Onoda, 1978;
Dilmore et al., 1979�, resulting in an anion-selective
nanochannel �Plecis et al., 2005�.

D. Partitioning at the interface

The transport of large molecules through porous
membranes was initially examined to understand the
permeability of biological structures such as glomerular
capillaries in the kidney, or walls of blood capillaries
�Ferry, 1936; Pappenheimer et al., 1951; Renkin, 1954;
Cevc, 1990�. Later, renewed interest in fine pores oc-
curred when track-etch processes allowed the fabrica-
tion of nanopores with better-controlled geometries
�Bean et al., 1970�, and models based on the hindered
diffusion of macromolecules through pores had been de-
veloped �Beck and Schultz, 1970; Malone and Anderson,
1978�. These models include two main sieving contribu-
tions: the exclusion of molecules from pores based on
geometric effects and hydrodynamic drag on macromol-
ecules due to the proximity of the pore walls. If mol-
ecules are comparable in size to the pore, hydrodynamic
interactions between the molecules and pore walls are
dependent on long-range intermolecular forces and
steric restrictions. In the 1980s, progress was demon-
strated in hindered transport through pores by the quan-
tification of electrostatic interactions, the effects of sol-
ute concentration on partitioning and transport
coefficients, and the influence of molecular configuration
on transport rates �Smith and Deen, 1980; Deen, 1987�.

Hereafter, we present a partitioning theory that ac-
counts for size and electrostatic effects, and then we fo-
cus on electrostatic sieving. For the discussion of purely
size-dependent sieving, we refer the reader to Sec. IV.B.
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FIG. 14. Potential and concentration profiles in a 50-nm-high
nanochannel for two KCl concentrations. �a� At a low ionic
strength of 0.001M KCl, the potential remains negative in the
nanochannel. The difference between the numerical solution
of Eq. �6� �dotted black line� and the approximated analytical
expression of Eq. �52� �gray solid line� is small. �b� Concentra-
tion profiles of charged species are determined by the Boltz-
mann equilibrium �Eq. �24��. At low ionic strength, the enrich-
ment of cationic species �black solid line, net charge +1e� and
the exclusion of anionic species �gray solid line, net charge
−1e� results. Adapted from Plecis et al., 2005.
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1. Partition coefficient for colloids

Smith and Deen �1983� theoretically studied electro-
static effects on the partitioning of spherical colloids be-
tween a dilute bulk solution and cylindrical pores. They
defined the fundamental partition coefficient �part, which
expresses the ratio of the macromolecule concentration
in the pore cm and the bulk cm,b,

�part =
cm

cm,b
= 2�

0

1−ap/r0

exp� �p�r/r0�
kBT

��r/r0�d�r/r0� ,

�54�

where r is the radial coordinate and �p is the potential
energy of interaction between the colloid and the pore
wall. Note that the exclusion-enrichment coefficient �
assumes a point charge and accounts for electrostatic
effects, compared to the partition coefficient �part, which
also includes size effects on partitioning. �part has been
calculated by solving the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann
equation and determining the free energy of the system
and the interaction potential energy. In cases of solid or
completely porous spheres and like-charged pores, the
calculated partition coefficients are presented in Fig. 15.
This demonstrates that completely porous spheres are
electrostatically less hindered by their transport through
a pore than solid spheres, because the elementary
charge is distributed throughout the porous sphere,
whereas for solid spheres the same number of charges
reside on the sphere surface. With the increasing ratio of
particle radius ap to pore radius r0, the exclusion of col-
loids from like-charged pores becomes more pro-
nounced.

2. Electrostatic sieving of proteins

In reverse osmosis, electrostatic partitioning is used to
purify water by applying a pressure gradient over a
nanoporous membrane, through which only pure water
can pass; negatively charged molecules are rejected at
the entrance of the cation-selective apertures �Smit,
1989; Hagmeyer and Gimbel, 1999�. The rejection rate
increases with dilution, resulting in high values at low
ionic strength in nanochannels �Schoch, 2006�. Electro-
static partitioning can be increased not only by dilution,
but also by a higher molecule net charge q, because the
exclusion-enrichment coefficient � is exponentially de-
pendent on q �see Eq. �53��. Therefore, electrostatic
separation processes are favorable for biomolecules, as
discussed subsequently, since these molecules typically
bear a high net charge in their native state �Alexov,
2004�.

The dominance of electrostatic interaction effects on
the transport of proteins through a nanochannel has
been demonstrated by Schoch et al. �2006�. To under-
stand their results, it is important to remember that pro-
teins possess an isoelectric point �pI� for a characteristic
pH value at which they exhibit no net charge. Conse-
quently, proteins are amphoteric molecules because they
carry either positive �pH
pI�, negative �pH�pI�, or
zero net charge �pH=pI�. This fundamental behavior
can be exploited by changing the pH value of the solu-
tion to separate proteins, because the net charge of a
molecule affects its diffusion time through a nanochan-
nel. Such pH-switchable ion transport has been theoreti-
cally described for membranes �Jimbo et al., 2000;
Ramirez, Mafe, Alcaraz, et al., 2003�.

In order to demonstrate charge-based transport
through a nanochannel, three lectin proteins �Foriers et
al., 1981� were investigated, which had similar molecular
weights of 49 kDa but different pI values of 8.0, 8.2, and
8.8 �Schoch et al., 2006�. For these three lectin proteins,
the evolution of the apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp
as the pH of the solution is varied between 6 and 11 is
shown in Fig. 16. The curve illustrates three zones: for
pH�7 and pH 9, the diffusion of lectin through the
nanochannel is slow, whereas the diffusion is signifi-
cantly faster for pH values between 7 and 9. Three
peaks are visible in this part of the curve, one at pH
=7.5, a second at pH=8.2, and a third at pH=8.8, and
they can be attributed to the pI values of the three pro-
teins, showing a maximal diffusion coefficient through
the nanochannel if they are neutral and do not have
electrostatic interactions with channel walls �Burns and
Zydney, 1999; Chun and Stroeve, 2002; Ku and Stroeve,
2004�. For pH 9, all three proteins are negatively
charged and excluded from the nanochannel according
to the EEE �Eq. �53��. Based on the exclusion-
enrichment effect, low diffusion times are expected for
pH�7, when proteins are positively charged and conse-
quently attracted by the nanochannel, but low apparent
diffusion coefficients have been measured for this zone.
To elucidate this discrepancy, the protein concentration
in the nanochannel has been measured between pH 6
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FIG. 15. Partition coefficient �part as a function of the solution
concentration c, or of the ratio of pore radius r0 to Debye
length D, for completely porous �P� and solid �S� spheres of
identical size and total charge. Calculations were performed
for r0=20 nm, surface charge densities of walls and spheres of
0.01 C m−2, and a 1:1 univalent electrolyte. Dashed lines indi-
cate that asymptotic values are approached at high ionic
strength for each value of ap /r0, where ap is the particle radius.
Adapted from Smith and Deen, 1983.
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and 11, showing maximum values for pH�7. Thus, it
was concluded that proteins steadily enter the channel,
but can hardly leave because they are retarded and re-
versibly adsorbed on the nanochannel walls �Gray, 2004;
Lionello et al., 2005�. The reversible adsorption of pro-
teins to the surfaces also occurs between pH 7 and 9,
which leads to a slight pH change in the nanochannel
because the local electrochemical potential near the pro-
tein regulates the ionizable surface group dissociation
rather than the bulk chemical potential �Bostrom et al.,
2005�. These results confirm that adsorption and desorp-
tion kinetics become important in nanochannels �Drazer
et al., 2002; Baldessari and Santiago, 2006�.

(a) Considerations. Decreased diffusion coefficients of
a protein for pH values below its pI were first measured
in nanoporous membranes. Ku and Stroeve �2004� ar-
gued that at pH values below the pI, the protein adsorbs
on the nanopore surface. Additionally, the negative
counterions of the positively charged protein are re-
pelled from the negatively charged nanopores. This
leads to the creation of a diffusion potential inside the
nanopores that retards protein transport. Another ex-
planation given by Burns and Zydney �1999� describes
the energetic penalty associated with the distortion of
the EDL around the charged protein by the channel
wall. This distortion leads to net repulsive interactions,
even when protein and pores have opposite charges. The
third explanation is the charge regulation of biomol-
ecules, which originates from the protein charge, which

is not constant but affected by nearby charged objects
�Stahlberg and Jonsson, 1996; Pujar and Zydney, 1997;
Zydney and Pujar, 1998; Menon and Zydney, 2000;
Gohda and Pantelides, 2005; Lund et al., 2005�. As a
protein comes close to an oppositely charged stationary
surface, the protein net charge will change because of
the electric field from the surface.

(b) Protein adsorption. The adsorption of proteins
from a solution to a surface is affected by many param-
eters �Norde, 1986; Nakanishi et al., 2001� and remains a
controversial problem today. Polymers that resist pro-
tein adsorption are relevant for biomedical and bioana-
lytical applications. Poly�L-lysine� grafted with poly�eth-
ylene glycol� �PLL-g-PEG� is a promising polymer to
reduce nonspecific binding �Kenausis et al., 2000; Huang,
Voros, De Paul, et al., 2002�, and this has been verified in
microfluidic devices �Marie et al., 2006�.

3. Active control of partitioning

Partitioning can be controlled actively with field ef-
fects �Ghowsi and Gale, 1991; Schasfoort et al., 1999�,
which has been shown in nanochannels using external
electrodes �Schoch and Renaud, 2005�. Karnik, Fan,
Yue, et al. �2005� and Karnik, Castelino, and Majumdar
�2006� demonstrated that, similar to a field-effect tran-
sistor, a gate electrode on nanofluidic channels can be
used to change their surface charge, enabling field-effect
control as shown in Fig. 17. When the gate voltage Vg is
positive, only negatively charged molecules can diffuse
across the nanochannels, and positively charged biomol-
ecules are excluded. It has been proposed that such de-
vices do not require EDL overlap �Stein et al., 2004;
Daiguji et al., 2005�. Unlike metal-coated nanoporous
membranes, where the transport can be controlled by
changing the potential applied to the membrane surface
�Nishizawa et al., 1995; Chun et al., 2006�, nanofluidic
channels with a gate voltage enable researchers to ad-
dress individual nanometer-sized openings.
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FIG. 16. Apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp of three lectin
proteins as a function of the pH value of the solution, mea-
sured in a 50-nm-high nanochannel at an ionic strength of
10−3M. Dapp of the three lectin proteins shows three peaks,
corresponding to the pI values of the acidic band lectin La, the
middle band lectin Lm, and the basic band lectin Lb. The
marks on the pH axis show the respective pI values of the
lectins, which have been measured with isoelectric focusing.
The connecting lines are for guidance only. From Schoch et al.,
2006.
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FIG. 17. Nanofluidic control of protein transport by a gate
voltage without bias between the microchannels. When the
gate voltage Vg is negative, the positively charged protein avi-
din can diffuse through the nanochannel, whereas the protein
is repelled when Vg is positive. �a� Schematics and �b� corre-
sponding fluorescence images. Adapted from Karnik, Cas-
telino, and Majumdar, 2006.
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Tunable ionic transport has been demonstrated by the
application of a potential difference over a membrane
�Schmuhl et al., 2004, 2005�, which we investigate for
nanochannels on a chip.

E. Concentration polarization

When an external electric field is applied through a
nanochannel, electrokinetic transport is superimposed
on diffusion. This ionic current transport can induce
considerable forces on electrolytes in nanometer-sized
apertures, as a result of which convection has to be con-
sidered �Helfferich, 1962�. Concentration polarization
does occur under these conditions, as well as a complex
set of effects related to the formation of ionic concen-
tration gradients in the electrolyte solution adjacent to
an ion-selective interface. Such phenomena are compli-
cated, and current electrokinetic theory �based on the
equilibrium model of EDL� is inadequate to describe
the complexity of the physics therein.

Subsequently, we describe fundamental aspects of
concentration polarization and how these effects can be
exploited for applications such as the preconcentration
of molecules. A comprehensive review of nanopore
ionic conductance in micrometer-scale analysis systems
has recently been presented �Holtzel and Tallarek,
2007�, and a detailed analysis of bulk concentration po-
larization for a two-parallel-plate electrode model with
suddenly applied electric fields was provided by Bazant
et al. �2004�.

In solution, the electric current is transmitted by both
anions and cations, and their transference number �see
Sec. III.B.2� is about 0.5 for both ion types. However, in
an ion-selective nanochannel, the current is mainly
transported by counterions, resulting in a transference
number close to 1. At the anodic side of a cation-
selective nanochannel �see Fig. 18�, the concentration of
ions in solution is reduced because of the lower trans-

port number of cations in the solution relative to that in
the nanometer-sized opening �Strathmann, 2004; Nis-
chang et al., 2006�. Anions move in the opposite direc-
tion and cannot be compensated by the few anions that
remain in the nanochannel. Because of electroneutrality,
cations and anions are reduced by the same amount in
front of the nanochannel on the anodic side, where a
concentration gradient is established. At the other side
of the nanochannel facing the cathodic side, cations ac-
cumulate because more cations are transferred through
the nanochannel than are carried away by the electric
current. The transference number of anions in the
nanochannel is almost zero, resulting in their accumula-
tion at the cathodic side of the nanometer-sized aperture
�Petersen et al., 2004�.

The concentration polarization is schematically pre-
sented in Fig. 18, which shows that cations are mainly
transported by migrational flux Jca

mig through the
nanometer-sized opening. Anions are largely excluded
and their flux through the nanochannel is small com-
pared to cation flux. The diffusional flux of salt Js

diff, in-
cluding cations and anions, follows the gradient from the
concentrate toward the dilute side. In the diffusion
boundary layer �DBL� at both sides of the nanometer-
sized aperture, cations and anions are transported by the
migrational fluxes Jca

mig and Jan
mig, respectively, which are

in opposing directions and thus generate a concentration
gradient. This concentration gradient leads to a diffu-
sional flux of salt Js

diff, which is oriented toward the
nanochannel on the dilute side and the bulk solution on
the concentrated side of the nanochannel.

1. Limiting current through nanochannels

Concentration polarization can lead to a high salt con-
centration on the cathodic side of a nanochannel, and if
it exceeds the solubility limits of the solution constitu-
ents, precipitation of salts may occur, resulting in an ad-
ditional electric resistance. On the contrary, if the salt
concentration is reduced to zero on the anodic side of
the nanometer-sized opening, there are no ions available
to carry the electric current. This results in a limited
current Ilim, which corresponds to region II in Fig. 19. To
calculate this limited current, the electrochemical analog
to Fick’s first law is considered �refer to Eq. �36��,

I = nFAD
�c

�x
. �55�

The concentration gradient is commonly approxi-
mated by a linear extrapolation of the slope c versus x to
x=0 �Rubinstein, 1995�,

I = nFAD
cb − c�x = 0�

!
, �56�

where cb is the bulk concentration and ! is the DBL
thickness present at solid-liquid interfaces �Levich, 1962;
Cussler, 1997�. For porous membranes, ! is typically be-
tween 10 and 400 �m �Yaroshchuk et al., 2005�. At the
microchannel-nanochannel interface, it is assumed that
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FIG. 18. Schematic illustrating concentration polarization at
nanochannel interfaces. Concentration profiles of salt in the
diffusion boundary layer �DBL� on both sides of the cation-
selective nanochannel are presented, as well as the fluxes per
area J of cations �ca�, anions �an�, and salt �s� in the DBL and
in the nanochannel. The superscripts mig and diff refer to mi-
gration and diffusion, di and co refer to dilute and concentrate
solutions, and bu and nano refer to bulk phase and nanochan-
nel interface, respectively. Adapted from Strathmann, 2004.
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the dimension of the DBL is largely determined by the
microchannel height �Rubinstein and Zaltzman, 2000;
Kim et al., 2007�. From Eq. �56�, it can be seen that a
maximal current is obtained when c�x=0�=0, resulting
in the limiting current

Ilim = nFAD
cb

!
. �57�

According to Eq. �57�, which is based on the classical
picture of concentration polarization, the limiting cur-
rent cannot be exceeded unless ions other than salt ions
become available for current transport in the salt-
depleted DBL. This is the case when water dissociation
leads to the production of H+ and OH− ions, which will
then carry the electric charges, resulting in so-called
overlimited currents as in region III of Fig. 19. As a
consequence, pH value shifts are obtained, with increas-
ing pH values on the anodic side of the nanochannel and
decreasing pH values on the cathodic side.

2. Electroconvection for mixing

The reason for transport in the overlimiting current
regime III �see Fig. 19� is a subject of intensive discus-
sion in the literature �Rubinstein, 1981; Rubinstein et al.,
1997; Strathmann, 2004�. It was concluded that, in addi-
tion to water dissociation, some mechanism of mixing
must exist that is effective enough to destroy the DBL,
because higher currents are possible if ! is reduced �see
Eq. �57��. This was confirmed by a straightforward ex-
perimental finding in which the surface of a cation-
exchange membrane was coated with a gel that does not
allow mixing, and a saturation plateau was reached �dot-
ted line in Fig. 19� �Maletzki et al., 1992; Rubinstein et
al., 1997�.

The mechanism for mixing was suggested by Dukhin
�1991� to be electroconvection, which draws together the
phenomena observed in all three regions of the voltage-

current curve. Two types of electroconvection are
known: the classical electro-osmosis �the first kind, de-
scribed in Sec. II.B.1� and electro-osmosis of the second
kind �Dukhin, 1991; Mishchuk and Takhistov, 1995�. The
latter type results when tangential and normal electric
fields are applied to a permselective interface leading to
polarization of the double layer, a lateral pressure drop
in the double layer, and a local inconsistency of the elec-
troneutrality approximation. A nonequilibrium double
layer of field-induced space charges is obtained at the
opening of the permselective nanochannel �see Fig. 20�,
the thickness of which grows with increasing current
density, and which can substantially exceed the Debye
length. An applied potential over the nonequilibrium
double layer �n in combination with a tangential electric
field to the bulk surface Et acts on these field-induced
space charges, leading to an electro-osmotic velocity of
the second kind,

veo2 = −
	0	rEt

�
�n. �58�

In contrast to electro-osmosis of the first kind, which
is dependent on the � potential, veo2 is proportional to
�n and can therefore be much stronger. Electro-osmotic
flow of the second kind results in convective instability
and tends to destroy the DBL locally, thus overcoming
diffusion limitation at the nanochannel interface and
making overlimited currents possible. The DBL, there-
fore, transforms into a convective-diffusion boundary
layer, consisting of an electroneutral part and a charged
part �space-charge region� as drawn in Fig. 20. The coun-
terpart of the mobile, field-induced space charges in the
nonequilibrium double layer is balanced by an immobile
region of field-induced space charges in the nanometer-
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FIG. 19. Scheme of a typical voltage-current curve of a cation-
exchange membrane. In region I, the current is increasing
more or less linearly with the applied voltage according to
Ohm’s law. Due to concentration polarization, a limiting cur-
rent is observed in region II with the magnitude Ilim. The clas-
sical theory of concentration polarization predicts a true satu-
ration of the voltage-current curve �dashed line�, but other
effects lead to overlimited currents in region III. Adapted from
Rubinstein and Zaltzman, 2000.
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FIG. 20. Schematic of the anodic side of a cation-selective
nanochannel under a high external electric field E. The normal
field component to the bulk surface En results in a nonequilib-
rium double layer of field-induced space charges that are mo-
bile, and its counterparts are fixed co-ions inside the nanochan-
nel. En in combination with a tangential field Et result in an
electro-osmotic velocity of the second kind veo2, which can de-
stroy the DBL, leading to overlimited currents through the
nanochannel. Electro-osmotic and electrophoretic velocities
veo and vep, respectively, are also shown. Adapted from Lein-
weber and Tallarek, 2004.
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sized aperture �Leinweber and Tallarek, 2004; Tallarek
et al., 2005�.

It is known from beds of ion-permselective particles
�Leinweber and Tallarek, 2004; Tallarek et al., 2005�,
permselective membranes �Rubinstein and Zaltzman,
2000; Ben and Chang, 2002; Rubinshtein et al., 2002;
Yaroshchuk et al., 2005�, and permselective nanochan-
nels �Bushong et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2007� that steady-
state electroconvective eddies build up only slightly
above the instability threshold, and at even higher field
strengths, oscillations become chaotic and result in low-
frequency excess noise.

3. Preconcentration of molecules

We have described the ion enrichment and depletion
that can be achieved on the cathodic and anodic sides of
a permselective opening, respectively. These effects
were first observed at the entrances of nanochannels by
Pu et al. �2004�, and represent functionalities unique to
preconcentrate molecules on a chip. This concept is
promising for �TAS, because a challenge of miniatur-
ized systems resides in the detection of highly diluted
analytes in small volumes of solutions �Lichtenberg et
al., 2002�.

In Sec. III.D.2, we mentioned that co-ions are rejected
at the entrance of counterion-selective nanochannels
through which a pressure gradient is applied. This rejec-
tion leads to the preconcentration of co-ions, but not
counterions. We emphasize that this is fundamentally
different from the preconcentration mechanism using an
electric field through nanochannels, resulting in the en-
richment of both co-ions and counterions at the cathodic
side of the nanometer-sized aperture. In addition to
these charge-based preconcentration schemes, the en-
richment of molecules at the entrance of apertures due
to size exclusion has been demonstrated �Khandurina et
al., 1999; Song et al., 2004; Foote et al., 2005; Hatch et al.,
2006; Wang et al., 2007�.

Here we focus on charge-based preconcentration us-
ing an electric field through a nanochannel, which is con-
nected by two microchannels �see Fig. 21�a��. Using this
preconcentration scheme, it has been demonstrated that
the preconcentration magnitude increases with the net
charge of the analyte molecules and can therefore be
used for biomolecules �Schoch, 2006�. After 10 min of
enrichment, preconcentration factors of 6.5-fold and 18-
fold have been measured for cations and dianions, re-
spectively, and preconcentration factors greater than
600-fold have been achieved for recombinant green fluo-
rescent protein �rGFP� �see Fig. 21�b��. These measure-
ments were performed with a 50-nm-high nanochannel
in phosphate buffer at an ionic strength of 10−4M and a
pH value of 7.5. The pI of rGFP is 4.5, and, as a result,
this protein has a high net charge in the experimental
buffer. Hence, the protein experiences a strong repulsive
force from the like-charged nanochannel, resulting in ef-
ficient preconcentration. Figure 21�b� shows that the
preconcentration factor increases with time and increas-
ing magnitude of the applied voltage, indicating that

concentration polarization is a dynamic positive feed-
back process. A saturating value is obtained after sev-
eral minutes, which can be caused by several mecha-
nisms, and will require further investigation to
understand fully. Numerical solutions of the concentra-
tion polarization in porous media �Leinweber et al.,
2005� and membranes �Bath et al., 2000; Bhattacharjee et
al., 2001� have been performed and could provide fur-
ther insight when adapted to nanochannels.

The highest preconcentration factors of a millionfold
were reported by Wang, Stevens, and Han �2005�, who
used electrokinetic trapping in combination with
electro-osmotic flow of the second kind to preconcen-
trate analyte molecules on the anodic side of a charge-
selective nanochannel. As described for concentration
polarization, an electric field through a permselective
nanochannel creates a field-induced depletion zone on
the anodic side of the nanometer-sized opening, and this
depletion region represents an energy barrier and pre-
vents charged biomolecules from entering that zone.
Thus, biomolecules get concentrated in the microchan-
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FIG. 21. Preconcentration of proteins in the cathodic micro-
channel in front of a permselective nanochannel. �a� Fluores-
cence images of preconcentrated recombinant green fluores-
cent protein �rGFP� inside the upper microchannel show that
the preconcentration zone increases in size and concentration
over time �illustrated for 0, 3, 6, and 9 min at 10 V�. The size of
the depleted region is typically much larger than the enrich-
ment zone, and hence cannot be captured in these images. �b�
Fluorescence intensity of preconcentrated rGFP as a function
of time for three values of the applied voltage. The linear be-
havior between the protein concentration and the measured
fluorescence intensity �not shown� has been used to calculate a
preconcentration factor greater than 600-fold after 9 min at
10 V. Adapted from Schoch, 2006.
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nel at the interface to the depletion region. A second
electric field gradient has been applied along the anodic
microchannel, which leads to an electro-osmotic flow of
the second kind in this channel, and hence supplies the
preconcentration zone efficiently with biomolecules.
This electrokinetic trapping and collection procedure
can be run for several hours, allowing high preconcen-
tration factors.

IV. MACROMOLECULE SEPARATION MECHANISMS
USING NANOMETER-SIZED STRUCTURES

During the past several years, significant interest has
emerged in separating macromolecules, and it has been
demonstrated that nanofluidics can accomplish this task
by exploiting various mechanisms. In this section, we
report the physical principles of separation mechanisms
using nanometer-sized structures on a chip, which repre-
sents a growing field with potential applications for
�TAS �He et al., 1998; Eijkel and van den Berg, 2006;
Haber, 2006�. Such microfabricated regular sieving struc-
tures hold promise as an alternative to gels or capillaries
to improve biomolecule separation speed and reso-
lution. Until recently, the main focus has been placed on
the separation of long DNA molecules �Chou et al.,
2000� due to the Human Genome Project �Craig Venter
et al., 2001; Lander et al., 2001�, limitations in gel elec-
trophoresis �Turmel et al., 1990; Gygi et al., 2000; Lam-
bert et al., 2005�, and well-known DNA separation phys-
ics �Giddings, 1965, 1991; de Gennes, 1979; Stellwagen et
al., 1997; Righetti et al., 2002; Slater et al., 2003�. The
interest in separation techniques for smaller physiologi-
cally relevant biomolecules is increasing �Corthals et al.,
1997; Anderson and Anderson, 1998; Rabilloud, 2002;
Freire and Wheeler, 2006�.

A. Entropic trapping

When a DNA molecule is in a relaxed state and in
equilibrium, it has a spherical shape with a radius of
gyration R0. However, if the molecule is forced into an
opening with dimensions smaller than 2R0, it has to de-
form from its state of minimal energy. The entry of the
DNA strand into such a constricted space is called en-
tropic trapping �Muthukumar and Baumgartner, 1989;
Smisek and Hoagland, 1990; Rousseau et al., 1997�, and
the entropic trapping effect of polymer chains in micro-
fabricated structures has been directly observed �Han
and Craighead, 1999, 2000; Han et al., 1999�.

Han and Craighead �2000� used a nanofilter column
consisting of alternating deep regions �td
2 �m� and
shallow constrictions �ts
90 nm�, over which an electric
field was applied �see Fig. 22�a��. It has been demon-
strated that longer DNA molecules move faster through
the column because they have a better chance of escap-
ing entropic traps. This is due to the larger contact area
of the DNA molecule with the thin region �Fig. 22�b��,
which results in a shorter entropic trapping lifetime. An
important parameter describing the trapping lifetime is
the magnitude of the electric field in the nanochannel

Es, because the necessary energy to overcome an en-
tropic trap ��max is proportional to 1/Es �Fig. 22�d��. The
trapping lifetime " for intermediate electric fields
���max
kBT� is

" = "0 exp���max/kBT� = "0 exp��/EskBT� , �59�

where "0 is the trapping lifetime at high electric fields.
Han and Craighead �2002� optimized all parameters

affecting the separation of long DNA molecules across
entropic traps. The outcome of this study was that even
mega-base-pair DNA strands can be separated about
ten times faster with entropic traps than with conven-
tional pulsed field gel electrophoresis. Simulations of the
trapping lifetime as a function of molecular size and
electric field strength have been presented by Tessier
and Slater �2002� and Tessier et al. �2002�.

B. Ogston sieving

Ogston sieving �Ogston, 1958; Rodbard and Chram-
bach, 1970� is fundamental for describing the mobility of
globular molecules in gel electrophoresis, which is
widely used to separate molecules by size �Giddings et
al., 1968; de Gennes, 1971; Semenov et al., 1995; Viovy,
2000; Slater et al., 2002�. The sieving mechanism is de-
scribed by a partitioning process �see Sec. III.D� due to
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FIG. 22. Entropic trapping of DNA in a nanofilter column. �a�
Cross-sectional schematic of the device consisting of alternat-
ing shallow �ts� and deep �td� regions. Electrophoresed DNA
molecules are trapped whenever they meet a thin region. �b�
Top view of the device. The width w of the DNA molecule in
contact with the thin region determines the trapping lifetime,
and therefore the overall mobility. R0 is the radius of gyration.
From Han and Craighead, 2000. �c� Escape of a DNA mol-
ecule from the trap, where xf is the length of the DNA strand
in the filter. �d� Energy �� vs xf. The transition state at which
the strands overcome the energy barrier is when xf=xf,c.
Adapted from Han et al., 1999.
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steric repulsion, and the partition coefficient in gels is
therefore represented by the volume fraction of the gel
that is available to the molecule �free volume�. In a
nanofilter column, it has been demonstrated that sepa-
ration is obtained due to Ogston sieving if a molecule is
smaller than the nanoconstriction �Fu et al., 2005�, and
hence does not need to deform, as observed in entropic
trapping. These authors have explained Ogston sieving
in a nanofilter column by the limited configurational
freedom of a molecule inside a constriction zone due to
steric repulsions from the walls, creating a size-
dependent configurational energy barrier at the nano-
constriction entrance.

Ogston sieving of rodlike DNA molecules has been
achieved in nanofilter columns �Fu et al., 2005�, self-
assembled colloidal arrays �Zeng and Harrison, 2007�,
and nanopillar arrays with moderate electric fields �Kaji
et al., 2004�. In contrast to long DNA molecules which
separate according to entropic trapping, the overall mo-
bility of rodlike molecules in a nanofilter column de-
creases with increasing length. Fu et al. �2006� calculated
the mean trapping time ", based on the equilibrium par-
titioning and Kramer’s theory,

" =
�N

E2�part
exp�−

NqDNA
* Etd

kBT
� , �60�

where N is the DNA base pair number and qDNA
* is the

effective DNA charge per base pair. These authors have
shown that experimental evidence exists of the crossover
from Ogston sieving to entropic trapping at around
2R0 / ts
1, which is at 1000–2000 base pairs in their de-
vice with ts=73 nm.

Chromatographic separations are usually performed
at near equilibrium �Giddings et al., 1968�, and Nabil et
al. �2007� calculated that enhanced separations through
nanofilter columns could be obtained with high-field
electrophoresis. Under strong electric fields, molecules
are convected from shallow constriction to shallow con-
striction without diffusing into the deep region, and they
must be aligned in the flow direction to avoid interac-
tions with the walls. Rotational diffusion is higher for
short DNA molecules because longer �but still rodlike�
DNA molecules can conserve their orientation from the
previous trap with a higher probability, and therefore
they elute first via torque-assisted escape.

C. Entropic recoil

When DNA molecules are driven into a high-entropy
region from a zone of lower configurational entropy,
they experience a confinement-induced entropic force.
A pulsed electric field has been used to partially insert
DNA molecules into a nanopillar array, and after re-
moval of the electric field they relax into their natural
state �Turner et al., 2002�. During the pulse period,
shorter DNA molecules get fully inserted into the nano-
pillar array, while longer DNA molecules are still strag-
gling at the interface from low to high entropy and are
observed to recoil entirely out of the confinement zone

�Fig. 23�. The ratio between the length xp of the DNA
strand inserted into the pillar array and the entropic
force Fe has been calculated as �Turner et al., 2002�,

xp =	−
2Fe�t − t0�

fs
, �61�

where t0 is the time at which the molecule completes its
recoil and fs is the specific friction coefficient. The en-
tropic force Fe has been investigated by Mannion et al.
�2006�. Equation �61� shows that the entropic force,
which acts on the molecule during the recoil phase, is
independent of the DNA length. Therefore, separation
of DNA molecules can be obtained with pulsed electric
fields, and, by progressively increase in the voltage
pulses, shorter molecules are progressively separated
from the longer ones �Cabodi, Turner, and Craighead,
2002�.

D. Anisotropy for continuous-flow separation

The continuous-flow operation of a separation device
permits continuous and convenient harvesting of puri-
fied biomolecules into specific reservoirs, allowing for
further analysis of the biomolecules of interest. This rep-
resents a more favorable separation scheme than sys-
tems in which an analyte gets separated into its compo-
nents but is finally eluted into the same reservoir.
Continuous-flow separation has been demonstrated us-
ing micrometer-sized structures based on the sieving
mechanisms of DNA length-dependent backtracking
�Huang, Tegenfeld, Kraeft, et al., 2002�, rectification of
Brownian motion �Chou et al., 1999; Austin et al., 2002;
Cabodi, Chen, Turner, et al., 2002; Huang, Silberzan,
Tegenfeldt, et al., 2002� based on ratchets �proposed by
Duke and Austin �1998� and Ertas �1998��, and asym-
metric bifurcation of laminar flow �Huang et al., 2004�.

FIG. 23. Scheme for separation of DNA strands at the inter-
face with a nanopillar array. During the gather phase, mol-
ecules are accumulated at the interface with the pillar region.
Then, a pulse �drive� inserts shorter molecules fully, but longer
molecules only partially, in the constriction zone. During the
recoil phase, longer strands backtrack and remain in the pillar-
free region. From Cabodi, Turner, and Craighead, 2002.
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We have discussed mechanisms that can separate
large macromolecules, and their applicability to smaller,
physiologically relevant macromolecules remains ques-
tionable �Austin et al., 2002; Huang, Silberzan, Tegen-
feldt, et al., 2002�. To overcome this limitation, the prop-
erties of an anisotropic nanofluidic array have been
exploited by Fu et al. �2007� to separate short DNA and
proteins under native conditions in continuous flow. The
anisotropy relies on different sieving characteristics
along two orthogonal directions x and y within the array,
where only deep channels are designed in the y direc-
tion, while the x direction consists of alternating deep
channels and shallow nanofluidic constrictions �see Fig.
24�. Two orthogonal electric fields Ex and Ey are used to
drive the molecules through the channels.

This unique molecular sieving structure has demon-
strated continuous-flow separation of DNA and proteins
based on either size or charge �Fu et al., 2007�. The shal-
low nanofluidic channels represent energy barriers to
both steric and electrostatic interactions between
charged biomolecules and charged nanofilter walls, re-
sulting in the sieving mechanisms of Ogston sieving �see
Sec. IV.B�, entropic trapping �see Sec. IV.A�, or electro-
static sieving �see Sec. III.D.2�. Size-based separations
due to Ogston sieving and entropic trapping are per-
formed at high ionic strength, where the Debye length
D is negligible compared to the nanofilter shallow re-
gion ts, whereas low-ionic-strength solutions, when D
becomes comparable to ts, are used for electrostatic siev-
ing. The separation of differently sized or charged bio-
molecules is obtained because macromolecules have dif-
ferent mean characteristic drift distances L in the deep
channels between two consecutive nanofilter crossings,
leading to distinct stream deflection angles # and jump
passage rates Px �see Fig. 24�.

V. NANOPORES AND NANOWIRES FOR LABEL-FREE
BIOMOLECULE DETECTION

There are two main types of detection methods that
are commonly integrated into �TAS: fluorescent and
electrical detections. Optical approaches are straightfor-
ward and provide direct visual proof. But with regard to
industrial applications, a lab-on-a-chip device should be
inexpensive, and electronic sensors are therefore favor-
able. Additionally, electrical characterizations do not re-
quire fluorescent dyes, which can cause variations in the
net charge, conformational changes, or steric hindrance
of the analyte �Richards et al., 1999; Ramachandran et
al., 2005�. In this section, we present promising electrical
and label-free biomolecule detection methods, which are
based on nanofluidic objects such as nanopores and
nanowires.

A. Biomolecule translocations through nanopores

Kasianowicz et al. �1996� demonstrated that a DNA
molecule can be detected as a transient decrease in the
ionic current when it passes through a nanopore, and the
passage duration allows for the determination of poly-
mer length. If each base in the DNA molecule were to
modulate the signal in a specific and measurable way
during translocation, then the base sequence could be
determined at rates between 1000 and 10 000 bases per
second �Deamer and Akeson, 2000�. Thus, the ultimate
goal of this technique is to realize rapid DNA sequenc-
ing �Howorka et al., 2001; Wang and Branton, 2001;
Meller, 2003; Ashkenasy et al., 2005; Chan, 2005�.

It has been proposed that the required measurement
sensitivity to distinguish individual bases might be
achievable with embedded electrodes in the walls along
the axis of a synthetic nanopore �Lagerqvist et al., 2006�.
However, the transverse conductance across DNA frag-
ments between electrodes depends critically on geomet-
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FIG. 24. Bidirectional motion of negatively charged macro-
molecules in an anisotropic nanofilter array, driven by two or-
thogonal electric fields Ex and Ey. �a� Ogston sieving and �b�
entropic trapping are obtained when D� ts. In this regime at
high ionic strength, steric interactions dictate the jump dynam-
ics and the passage rate Px. �c� Electrostatic sieving becomes
dominant when D
 ts. The mean drift distance L plays a de-
terminant role for the migration trajectory, with a shorter L
leading to a larger stream deflection angle #, where # is defined
with respect to the positive y axis. Silicon pillars serve as sup-
porting structures to prevent collapse of the top ceiling.
Adapted from Fu et al., 2007.
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ric rather than electronic structural properties �Zhang et
al., 2006�, and other measurement techniques have been
realized with embedded electrodes in the nanopores. We
further present interesting effects of biological and syn-
thetic nanopores, which have been observed on the way
to electrical DNA sequencing.

1. Biological nanopores

For nanopore sequencing, an opening at the nano-
meter scale is required, and �-hemolysin has been cho-
sen for such investigations �Bayley and Cremer, 2001;
Meller et al., 2001; Vercoutere et al., 2001; Vercoutere
and Akeson, 2002�. This transmembrane 33 kD protein
is isolated from Staphylococcus aureus; it has an asym-
metric structure and a diameter of approximately 1.4 nm
at its narrowest point. Ion channels switch their confor-
mation between open and closed states, which is called
ion channel gating �Bezrukov and Winterhalter, 2000;
Siwy and Fulinski, 2002b; Beckstein et al., 2003; Sasaki et
al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2006�. However, at neutral pH
and high ionic strength, �-hemolysin remains open, un-
like most membrane channels, and allows a steady ionic
current of �100 pA to pass at an applied voltage of
100 mV �Kasianowicz et al., 1996�. The electric potential
distribution along the length of the pore was estimated
by Howorka and Bayley �2002�.

The model system �-hemolysin has allowed determin-
ing the length of single-stranded DNA and RNA, which
is proportional to the measured translocation duration
�Kasianowicz et al., 1996�. Other important parameters
for the characterization of translocation events are the
measured current amplitude and the characteristic dis-
persion of values for individual translocation durations,
which have also been used to discriminate different
types of polynucleotides of similar length �Meller et al.,
2000� or to probe DNA-protein complexes �Hornblower
et al., 2007�. Coarse-grained descriptions of polymer
translocations have been developed �Lubensky and Nel-
son, 1999; Muthukumar and Kong, 2006�, and an active
control technique to study the dynamics of single-
molecule events has been established �Bates et al., 2003�.
Furthermore, single-molecule electrophoresis allows for
the recognition of a single base in an individual DNA
strand �Ashkenasy et al., 2005�, the degree of phospho-
rylation and contamination �Wang et al., 2004�, specific
sequences �Howorka et al., 2001�, and unzipping of indi-
vidual DNA hairpin molecules �Mathe et al., 2004�.

2. Synthetic nanopores

Despite these promising results, the biological nanop-
ore �-hemolysin cannot be redesigned at will, and it has
a lower stability with buffer pH and ionic strength than a
solid-state nanopore �Dekker, 2007�. Thus, a broader
range of molecules with a wider variety of conditions
�pH, ionic strength, temperature, functionalized surface�
can potentially be investigated with a fabricated nanop-
ore in an insulating material.

We show in Sec. VI.F how synthetic cylindrical and
conical nanopores can be fabricated. These pores have

been used to investigate the translocation of DNA in
folded and unfolded states �Li et al., 2003; Chen, Gu,
Brandin, et al., 2004; Fologea, Gershow, Ledden, et al.,
2005; Storm, Chen, Zandbergen, et al., 2005�, the trans-
location duration of DNA �Heng et al., 2004; Mara et al.,
2004; Karhanek et al., 2005; Harrell et al., 2006�, which
allows unraveling channel-molecule interactions with
single-base-mismatch resolution �Iqbal et al., 2007�, the
blocked current amplitude during translocation of pro-
teins �Han, Schurmann, Mondin, et al., 2006�, and
nanobubbles, which dominate the noise �Smeets, Keyser,
Wu, et al., 2006�. Zhao et al. �2007� revealed recently that
the voltage threshold for permeation of double-stranded
DNA bound to a restriction enzyme depends on the ge-
netic sequence. Additionally, it has been reported that,
at low electric fields, double-stranded DNA cannot per-
meate a pore smaller than 3 nm, while single-stranded
DNA can, due to the difference in the DNA diameter.
At higher threshold voltages, however, double-stranded
DNA can be forced through �Heng et al., 2006�. This
threshold leads to the stretching of DNA in the pore
�Heng et al., 2005� as a function of the buffer pH. Inter-
estingly, the translocation time is not linearly related to
DNA length, but grows as a power of the polymer
length, which could be due to the hydrodynamic drag of
the DNA polymer section outside the pore �Fologea,
Uplinger, Thomas, et al., 2005; Storm, Storm, Chen, et
al., 2005�. Calculations of polymer translocations
�Muthukumar, 2001, 2003; Slonkina and Kolomeisky,
2003; Ghosal, 2007� and simulations of the sizing �Heng
et al., 2004� and microscopic kinetics �Lubensky and Nel-
son, 1999; Aksimentiev et al., 2004� of DNA during pas-
sage through a synthetic nanopore have been per-
formed.

Instead of measuring the blockade current with a typi-
cal two-terminal measurement, Gracheva et al. �2006�
demonstrated voltage sensing of DNA with two addi-
tional electrodes in a metal-oxide-semiconductor capaci-
tor membrane in which the nanopore resides �Fig. 25�.
This promising four-terminal measurement configura-
tion enables electrical DNA molecule sequencing be-
cause the induced voltage signal of the translocating
DNA on the electrodes in the membrane is characteris-
tic of the electronic structure of the DNA.

FIG. 25. Nanopore in a metal-oxide-semiconductor capacitor
membrane, in which the biosensor was simulated to have
single nucleotide resolution. Left panel: Image �top view� of a
nanopore sputtered into the capacitor membrane. Center
panel: Schematic cross section of the novel biosensor. Right
panel: Cross-sectional transmission electron microscope image
of the capacitor membrane. From Gracheva et al., 2006.
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In order to understand the physics of the translocation
process, the forces acting on the DNA have to be inves-
tigated. By combining ionic current measurements with
optical tweezers, Keyser, Koeleman, Van Dorp, et al.
�2006� determined the electrical force acting on a single
DNA molecule in a solid-state nanopore. In their ex-
perimental configuration, the end of a DNA molecule is
attached to a bead, which is optically trapped with an
infrared laser in close proximity to the nanopore open-
ing �Keyser, van der Does, Dekker, et al., 2006�. Voltage
application drives the DNA strand into the nanopore,
and an electrical force Fel is exerted on the bead, chang-
ing its position in the optical trap until the optical force
Fot is balanced by Fel. When the applied voltage Va is
changed �see Fig. 26�, the force can be measured accord-
ing to Fel=qDNA

* �Va / lb, where lb is the distance between
two base pairs. The force acting on a single DNA mol-
ecule is 0.24 pN mV−1, which is independent of salt con-
centration from 0.02M to 1M KCl. This leads to an ef-
fective charge of qDNA

* =0.5 electron per base pair �bp�,
corresponding to a 75% reduction of the bare DNA
charge. This value is similar to 0.48 e bp−1, as predicted
by Manning �1978� due to electrostatic counterion con-
densation. However, for DNA molecules inside a nan-
opore, hydrodynamic and confinement-induced effects
as well as ions moving along the DNA strand might also
have to be considered for comprehensive modeling. Fig-
ure 26 shows that the presence of DNA in the nanopore

leads to an increase in the current of about 40 pA rather
than a decrease, and we explain this phenomenon sub-
sequently.

3. Current decrease and increase

The principle of particle counting is based on the
Coulter counter type device �DeBlois et al., 1976�, which
consists of a small opening separating two electrolyte
solutions and makes use of an increase in the aperture
resistance when a particle passes. Particle size detection
is related to the size of the opening. Micromachined
Coulter counters have been fabricated �Koch et al., 1999;
Saleh and Sohn, 2001, 2002� and molecular Coulter
counters are under investigation �Kobayashi and Martin,
1997; Sun and Crooks, 2000; Ito et al., 2003�. The binding
of antibodies to the surface of latex colloids has been
reported to be detectable upon translocation through a
nanopore because of the increased particle size �Saleh
and Sohn, 2003b; Carbonaro and Sohn, 2005�. To do this,
these authors used the highly sensitive resistive pulse
method with the four-point technique �Saleh and Sohn,
2003a�, where one set of the electrodes applies the volt-
age and the other measures the current.

Similarly to the Coulter counter, blockade of the cur-
rent has been identified as the detection mechanism
when DNA molecules pass through a nanopore at high
ionic strength, confirmed by an increase in the blocked
current amplitude when portions of the DNA molecule
are folded on themselves �Chen, Gu, Brandin, et al.,
2004�. The observed current decrease cannot solely be
explained by a blockage, and an effect that electrostati-
cally amplifies channel narrowing has to be considered
�Bonthuis et al., 2006�. Because ions in the channel have
a higher self-energy compared to ions in the bulk, a na-
nopore represents an energy barrier that increases the
blockade current.

Interestingly, current decreases and increases result
when DNA molecules pass through a nanopore, as dem-
onstrated by Chang et al. �2004�. In a solid-state 4-nm-
diam pore at an ionic strength of 0.1M KCl, a current
increase has been measured upon DNA translocation,
which has been explained by the surface current in the
pore. Fan et al. �2005� demonstrated a transition from
current decrease to current increase during DNA pas-
sage by changing the buffer ionic strength, and an inter-
play between electrostatic charge and geometric block-
ing effects has been suggested. The current
enhancement has been attributed to the introduction of
counterions in the nanotube due to the charge on the
DNA molecules. This observation was confirmed by
Smeets, Keyser, Krapf, et al. �2006�, who described two
competing effects to take into consideration in con-
structing a model. On one hand, conductance is de-
creased because of the volume occupied by the DNA
molecule, lowering the number of available charge car-
riers for ionic transport. On the other hand, counterions
shielding the charge of the DNA backbone add a posi-
tive contribution to the ionic current. Taking both ef-
fects into account, the change in the conductance �G
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FIG. 26. Simultaneous current and force measurements of a
DNA molecule in a nanopore at 0.1M KCl. Differences in the
applied voltage change the bead position until the electrical
force Fel is equal to the optical force Fot. Reversing the voltage
at t=13 s drives the DNA strand out of the pore, returning the
open-pore current �dashed lines�. The nanopore axis is defined
in the z direction, and ktrap is the trap stiffness. From Keyser,
Koeleman, Van Dorp, et al., 2006.
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due to DNA molecule translocation in a KCl solution is
�Schoch, 2006; Smeets, Keyser, Krapf, et al., 2006�

�G =
nDNA

d
�−
�

4
dDNA

2 ��K+ + �Cl−�nKCle

+ �
K+
* qDNAl

* � , �62�

where nDNA is the number of DNA molecules in the
nanopore, dDNA is the diameter of the DNA strand, �

K+
*

is the effective electrophoretic mobility of potassium
ions moving along the DNA strand, and qDNAl

* is the
effective charge on the DNA molecule per unit length,
which is assumed to be constant. Smeets, Keyser,
Krapf, et al. �2006� calculated that �

K+
* qDNAl

* =2.09

�10−17 m �−1, which implies a reduced number of elec-
trons per base pair �Rabin and Tanaka, 2005�. The cross-
over concentration �Fig. 27� is obtained when �G=0 in
Eq. �62�, and this parameter is independent of the nan-
opore length d.

Current increase during DNA translocation through a
nanopore at low ionic strength has also been computed

using a multi-ion model that accounts for the polariza-
tion of the EDL �Liu et al., 2007�, and these theoretical
predictions are in qualitative agreement with experi-
mental observations.

B. Nanowire sensors

Similar to nanopores, nanowires are one-dimensional
nanostructures that show detectable electrical changes
upon interactions with molecules. Such unique proper-
ties are possible because the interactions have an effect
on a significant part of the nanopore or nanowire, which
is related to their large surface-to-volume ratio. The
reader may perceive that nanowires have electrical ef-
fects similar to those of previously described nanochan-
nels. Such nanometer-scale phenomena have been ex-
ploited to demonstrate sensitive, label-free, and real-
time electrical detection with the integration of
nanowires in �TAS, which has high potential for use in
health care, medicine, and life sciences, and has been
described in recent reviews �Lieber, 2003; Ramachan-
dran et al., 2005; Gooding, 2006; Patolsky et al., 2006a,
2006b; Carlen and Van den Berg, 2007�. However, the
reasons for fast biomolecule detection at low analyte
concentrations are not yet understood, as described in
Sec. V.B.4, and further research in nanofluidics is neces-
sary to explain such observations.

Carbon nanotubes have remarkable electrical proper-
ties �Tans et al., 1998; Dekker, 1999� and can be used as
electrochemical sensors in liquids �Wang, 2005; Vam-
vakaki et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2007�. It has naturally
been assumed that the observed conductance change is
due to the doping of the nanotube by adsorption of mol-
ecules on its surface �Collins et al., 2000; Chen et al.,
2003; Star et al., 2006�. However, Heinze et al. �2002�
demonstrated that carbon nanotubes operate as uncon-
ventional Schottky barrier transistors, in which switching
occurs primarily by modulation of the contact resistance
rather than channel conductance; this has been con-
firmed by biomolecule detection studies �Chen, Choi,
Bangsaruntip, et al., 2004; Tang et al., 2006�. Thus, the
contact resistance of the nanotube-electrode interface
mainly �unintentionally� determines the device opera-
tion. In contrast, semiconductor nanowires interfaced
with low-bias ballistic contacts behave as preferential
field-effect transistors. Additionally, applications of
high-performance nanotubes have been hindered by dif-
ficulties in producing uniform semiconducting nano-
tubes, a consideration that is not limited to nanowires.

1. Fabrication techniques

Nanowires can be fabricated using both “top-down”
and “bottom-up” methods, but the latter techniques are
less well suited for bulk production, which would hinder
widespread application of the technology. In order to
realize fully integrated detection systems, the fabrication
of nanowires with top-down methods is preferential and
has been considered to build complementary metal-
oxide-semiconductor compatible nanowires with high

(a)

(b)

FIG. 27. Transition from current increase to current decrease
for DNA translocations through a nanopore. �a� Conductance
changes �G and �b� relative conductance changes �G /G due
to DNA molecule translocation for KCl concentrations be-
tween 50 mM and 1M. Each symbol represents an individual
pore, and the line is a linear fit to the data. The line in �b� has
been calculated for a change in surface charge as a function of
the salt concentration. The inset shows the DNA molecule
translocation time as a function of KCl concentration. From
Smeets, Keyser, Krapf, et al., 2006.
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performance �Stern, Klemic, Routenberg, et al., 2007�, as
well as two- and three-dimensional assemblies of nano-
wires �Jin et al., 2004; Ahn et al., 2006; Javey et al., 2007;
Yu et al., 2007�.

Bottom-up fabrication methods �Morales and Lieber,
1998� are favored for electric transport studies in semi-
conductor nanowires, and these structures have been
grown with diameters down to a few nanometers �Ma et
al., 2003; Xia et al., 2003; Fan et al., 2006�. Silicon is the
most commonly used semiconductor nanowire material,
but other materials also show field-effect transistor char-
acteristics �Wu et al., 2004; Wang and Dai, 2006�. Crys-
tallization is essential to create a nanowire, and is com-
posed of droplet formation, nucleation, and growth, for
which the vapor-liquid-solid growth method seems to be
the most versatile. Fundamental electron transport in-
vestigations of grown nanowires with diameters in the
range of 40–200 nm have been performed, showing
Coulomb blockade resulting from single-charge tunnel-
ing through a single quantum structure with discrete en-
ergy levels �De Franceschi et al., 2003; Thelander et al.,
2003; Bjork et al., 2004; Zhong et al., 2005�. For future
nanoelectronic devices, hole and electron doping of sili-
con nanowires have been examined to increase their
performance �Cui et al., 2003; Zheng et al., 2004�, and
germanium/silicon core/shell heterostructures have dem-
onstrated enhanced gate coupling �Xiang et al., 2006; Li-
ang et al., 2007�.

2. Operation mechanism

The operation mechanism of nanowire sensors is
based on the principle of a field-effect transistor, relying
on a controllable conductivity between the source and
the drain upon change in the gate potential. The most
commonly used field-effect transistor is the metal-oxide-
semiconductor field-effect transistor as shown in Fig.
28�a�, with the semiconducting element of a p-type sili-
con �p-Si� connected to a current injecting source and
collecting drain metal electrodes. The charge concentra-
tion of the p-Si can be controlled by the gate electrode,

which is capacitively coupled via an oxide layer. Thus, if
a negative gate voltage is applied, the accumulation of
holes is obtained in p-type silicon at the opposite side of
the capacitor, leading to an increased conductance for a
fixed source-drain voltage. A positive gate voltage re-
sults in an increased number of electrons in p-Si, which
depletes holes and thereby decreases the conductance.

Conductivity changes between source and drain can
be induced by a gate electrode, as well as by binding
molecules to the surface of a semiconductor, and these
changes lead to charge concentration modulations of
p-Si. Such devices are denoted ion-sensitive field-effect
transistors and respond to the binding of, for example,
negatively charged molecules to the surface of p-type
silicon �Fig. 28�b��, leading to an accumulation of holes
between the source and the drain, and consequently an
increase in device conductance. This concept was de-
scribed years ago �Bergveld, 1972�, but high detection
sensitivities were achieved only when the cross-sectional
area of the p-Si was reduced to tens of nanometers �Cui
et al., 2001�. By reducing the size of p-Si, the charge
accumulation or depletion in the nanowire occurs within
a significant portion of the one-dimensional structure,
leading to increased detection sensitivities. Size-
dependent properties of nanowires have been reported
by Giovine et al. �2001� and Li et al. �2005�.

For the selective detection of macromolecules, it is
essential to control the ionic strength of the buffer.
Stern, Wagner, Sigworth, et al. �2007� demonstrated that
if the net charge of biomolecules is screened in a high
ionic strength solution, the measured signal was negli-
gible, while in experiments at low ionic strength, the ma-
jority of the macromolecule’s net charge was un-
screened.

3. Single-molecule sensitivity

Nanowires are coated with a recognition group at
their surface to achieve specific binding with biomol-
ecules. The working principle has been demonstrated
using nanowires as pH sensors, showing a linear conduc-
tance over the pH range of 2 to 9, which is understood in
terms of the change in surface charge during protona-
tion and deprotonation �Cui et al., 2001�. In addition to
chemical species, various biomolecules have been sensed
down to femtomolar concentrations, such as DNA and
DNA enzymatic processes �Hahm and Lieber, 2004; Li,
Chen, Li, et al., 2004�, proteins �Zheng et al., 2005;
Gamby et al., 2006�, drugs �Wang, Chen, Lin, et al.,
2005�, and single viruses �Patolsky et al., 2004�. Nano-
wire transistor arrays �Huang et al., 2001� allow the de-
tection and stimulation of neuronal signals, showing
their applicability for real-time cellular assays �Patolsky,
Timko, Yu, et al., 2006�. Identifying a number of molecu-
lar markers is required for disease diagnosis, obtained
with multiplexed detection �Koehne et al., 2004; Lin et
al., 2007�. Zheng et al. �2005� showed that false positive
signals can be discriminated by correlating the response
over time from two types of device elements, which are
either nanowires modified with different functionaliza-
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FIG. 28. Operation mechanism of nanowire sensors. �a� Sche-
matic of a metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor,
where S, D, and G are the source, drain, and gate metal elec-
trodes, respectively. If a negative gate potential VG is applied,
holes are accumulated in p-type silicon �p-Si�, leading to a con-
ductance increase. �b� Schematic of an ion-sensitive field-effect
transistor, in which a conductance increase is measurable upon
binding of negative molecules to the surface of p-Si. Adapted
from Patolsky et al., 2006b.
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tions �Fig. 29�a�� or the incorporation of p- and n-type
nanowires in a single chip �Fig. 29�b��. Thus, multiplex-
ing is robust against false positive signals arising from
nonspecific binding or electronic noise. Demultiplexers
have also been realized �Beckman et al., 2005�, which are
electronic circuits designed to separate combined sig-
nals.

4. Detection efficiency

The surface area of a nanowire in contact with a liquid
is small, which could lead to a limited overall sensitivity
for the detection of analytes at low concentrations.
Sheehan and Whitman �2005� calculated that a
10-�m-long hemicylindrical sensor with a diameter of a
few tens of nanometers needs an accumulation time un-
der static diffusion in a 1 fM analyte solution of �1 h
for the first molecule, �1 day for the tenth molecule,
and �1 week for the 100th molecule. The improvement
when the sample flows past the sensor is pronounced for

micrometer-sized detectors, but only marginal for nano-
scale sensors. Thus, the detection efficiency at low ana-
lyte concentrations is likely limited by species transport
to the sensor �Krapf, Quinn, Wu, et al., 2006� rather than
by its signal transduction or noise �Reza et al., 2006�.

However, Fig. 29 demonstrates that the detection of
biomolecules is much faster than calculated by Sheehan
and Whitman �2005�. Zheng et al. �2005� reported that
electrokinetic effects lead to an enhancement in the lo-
cal concentration of species, such as dielectrophoretic
trapping of biomolecules �Hughes, 2000; Morgan and
Green, 2003; Wong et al., 2004; Li et al., 2006�. Even
faster detection response times have been reported by
Stern, Wagner, Sigworth, et al. �2007�; they attributed
this to their fluid injection system, which is not laminar
and does not rely on diffusion to transport analyte mol-
ecules to the nanowires. Further investigation is neces-
sary to predict the detection times and limits of nano-
wire sensors and deduce the binding kinetics.

VI. FABRICATION OF NANOCHANNELS

Transport through nanoporous systems has been in-
vestigated in membrane science for decades �Helfferich,
1962�, and puzzling processes still exist. This might be
due to the geometry and surface condition of nanopores
in membranes, characterized by parameters such as pore
length, deviation of pore shape from perfect cylinders,
and pore size distribution, which are difficult to deduce
and control.

In order to overcome the limitations of nanoporous
membranes and accurately describe transport phenom-
ena in nanofluidics, single solid-state nanometer-sized
openings are required for experimental investigations.
Their geometry and surface properties have to be well
defined in order to model transport through nanochan-
nels or study molecular dynamics in confined spaces.
Such requirements can be satisfied with microfabrication
techniques �Madou, 1997� used for the realization of
nanochannels on a chip. Various methods of producing
nanochannels exist and are divided into the categories of
top-down and bottom-up fabrication methods �Mijatovic
et al., 2005�. We focus here on the well-established top-
down processes for the fabrication of channels with the
smallest dimension below 100 nm. Additionally, promis-
ing fabrication techniques to produce single nanopores
in membranes are described.

Fabrication technologies do not limit the realization
of nanostructures, but they have to be connected to the
macroscopic world. Nanochannels on a chip can be ac-
cessed by a consecutive increase in the size of channels
from nanometer to micrometer and millimeter dimen-
sions. It has been recommended to design the system in
such a way that the nanochannel can be operated with
the feed flow perpendicular to the flow direction in the
nanochannel, reducing the risk of fouling or filter cakes.
We particularly emphasize nanochannels fabricated with
Pyrex because this material is hydrophilic, which allows
for easy filling of the channels by capillary forces; non-
conductive, which is ideal for high-resistance measure-

(a)

(b)

FIG. 29. Multiplexed detection with nanowire arrays. �a� Con-
ductance vs time data were recorded simultaneously for two
p-type silicon nanowires �NW�. NW1 was functionalized with
prostate specific antigen �PSA� antibody 1, and NW2 was
modified with ethanolamine. Vertical lines correspond to the
addition of �1� 9 pg ml−1 PSA, �2� 1 pg ml−1 PSA, �3�
10 �g ml−1 bovine serum albumin, and �4� a mixture of
1 ng ml−1 PSA and 10 �g ml−1 PSA antibody 1. �b� Comple-
mentary sensing of PSA using the p- and n-type nanowires
NW1 and NW2, respectively. Vertical lines correspond to times
when PSA solutions with the following concentrations were
added: �1� 0.9 ng ml−1; �2� 0.9 ng ml−1; �3� 9 pg ml−1, �4�
0.9 pg ml−1, and �5� 5 ng ml−1. Black arrows correspond to
points where the solution was switched from protein to pure
buffer solutions. From Zheng et al., 2005.
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ments; rigid with minimal surface deflections and nonde-
formable even at high pressures within nanochannels
�Tas et al., 2003�; and transparent, which facilitates fluo-
rescence experiments and allows for further biochemical
surface modifications.

Despite these advantages, it has to be considered that,
although glass is one of the most chemically inert mate-
rials, the dissolution rate of Pyrex in water is 10−11 cm/s
at room temperature �Doremus, 1994; Devreux et al.,
2001�. This could be a problem for nanometer-sized ap-
ertures, since 10 nm of glass are dissolved in 28 h. In
fact, the interaction between water and the silica net-
work is not limited to the surface, but can also occur
behind the glass-water interface �Scholze, 1988�, result-
ing in a loose, swelled, and unstructured layer at the
surface of glass that is denoted as a silica gel. Compared
to bulk glass, this gel layer has an enhanced ion mobility,
lower electric resistance, different Si-O bond lengths,
and faster dehydration �Wikby, 1974; Yaroshchuk,
2001a�. The long-term stability and controllability of
glass is therefore limited, but can be improved with sur-
face pretreatment �Hench and Clark, 1978; Dilmore et
al., 1979� or layer deposition. Atomic layer depositions
allow fine-tuning surface properties �Jones and Chalker,
2003; Farmer and Gordon, 2006; Wanunu and Meller,
2007� or the size of nanopores �Elam et al., 2003; Chen,
Mitsui, Farmer, et al., 2004�. Layer-by-layer depositions
are used to deposit polyelectrolytes with alternating
charges on top of one another �Decher and Schlenoff,
2002�, and the layer properties can be precisely con-
trolled �Krasemann and Tieke, 2000; Schwarz and
Schonhoff, 2002; Huebsch et al., 2004; Lulevich and Vi-
nogradova, 2004; Poptoshev et al., 2004; Sui and Schle-
noff, 2004; Lee et al., 2006�. Such polyelectrolytes have
been applied to microchannels �Dutta and Ramsey,
2004�, capillaries �Graul and Schlenoff, 1999�, and nano-
pores �Vorrey and Teeters, 2003; Alem et al., 2007�.

Different nanochannel fabrication methods allow for
the realization of one-dimensional �1D� and two-
dimensional �2D� nanochannels. If the characteristic
nanometer-scale dimension in a slitlike 2D nanochannel
is defined with etching or a sacrificial layer, conventional
optical lithography, for example, can be used for pat-
terning. This technique establishes features with a mini-
mal size that is almost the same as the exposure wave-
length �Okazaki, 1991�, typically in the micron range.
The growing market in integrated circuits has led to res-
olution enhancement technologies, which allow the
manufacturing of feature sizes down to several tens of
nanometers �Schellenberg, 2005�. Conventional photoli-
thography has remained the standard at most research
institutes, so nanochannels defined in two dimensions on
the nanometer scale are fabricated with high-energy
beams for research purposes. In comparison to optical
lithography where whole wafers can be exposed at once
for bulk production, high-energy beams can only be
used locally.

2D nanochannels are usually used for research pur-
poses because nanofluidic transport phenomena already
occur if one dimension of the nanochannel’s cross sec-

tion is on the nanometer scale, they can be produced
with standard microfabrication technologies, and the
throughput of liquids is higher than if both dimensions
are nanometer sized.

A. Wet and dry etching

2D nanofluidic channels with the smallest dimension
of about 20–25 nm have been developed �Mao and Han,
2005�. The nanometer-sized dimension of the channel is
obtained by etching a nanometer-high recess in glass or
silicon, followed by a bonding process to a glass sub-
strate to form the nanofluidic channel �see Fig. 30�. Buff-
ered oxide etch has a stable etch rate and has been used
for precise bulk micromachining in glass, whereas reac-
tive ion etching has been applied on silicon substrates.
For the formation of 2D nanochannels, glass-glass fusion
bonding �at 550 °C� or glass-silicon anodic bonding have
been used. Haneveld et al. �2003� used anisotropic etch-
ing of �110� silicon resulting in channel sidewalls that are
precisely perpendicular to the wafer surface. It has to be
considered that glass etching processes lead to an unin-
tentional increase in surface roughness �Zeze et al.,
2002�.

B. Sacrificial layer methods

Nanochannels can be made with a nanometer-thick
sacrificial layer that is first used to define the male form
of the nanochannel and is then removed in order to
open the aperture �Kittilsland et al., 1990�. This method
was used to construct nanofilters in silicon membranes
with silicon dioxide as a sacrificial layer, demonstrated
by Chu et al. �1999� and used for biomedical applications
�Desai et al., 1999; Tu et al., 1999; Martin and Grove,
2001�. Long nanochannels on a silicon substrate have
been realized by the fabrication of metal nanowires cov-
ered with a silicon nitride capping layer and subsequent
metal line etching. Tas et al. �2002� used the fabrication
of nanowires on the sidewall of a submicrometer step
�Fig. 31�, whereas Peng et al. �2003� applied electron-
beam lithography to control the nanoscale dimension of
the wires. Nanochannels have also been produced by the
adherence of a capping polysilicon layer to the bottom
layer after removal of a sacrificial strip �Tas et al., 2002�.

FIG. 30. Cross-sectional scanning electron microscope images
of nanochannels with heights of 55 and 25 nm fabricated in a
glass substrate and bonded with another glass cover. From
Mao and Han, 2005.
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Centimeter-long nanochannels can be fabricated with a
sacrificial SiO2 layer �Lee et al., 2003; Han, de Rooij, and
Staufer, 2006�.

Sacrificial layers can be used as nanometer-sized spac-
ers between two substrates to define their separation
distance. For example, by patterning a layer of amor-
phous silicon with photolithography, 2D nanochannels
with heights of 50 nm have been realized in Pyrex
�Schoch et al., 2005�. This method allows convenient
contact of the nanochannel with two microchannels,
which are fabricated by wet etching �Fig. 32�.

C. High-energy beam techniques

The focused ion beam is a powerful tool used to di-
rectly fabricate structures on the substrate down to some
tens of nanometers. This instrument has been used to
mill or etch 1D nanochannels in different types of mate-
rials such as glass �Wang, Tegenfeldt, Reisner, et al.,
2005; Schoch, 2006�, silicon �Campbell et al., 2004�, and
poly�methyl methacrylate� �Cannon et al., 2004�.

In electron-beam lithography, the pattern is directly
exposed to the resist �or ice layer �King et al., 2005�� on
the substrate, and structures are then obtained with bulk
micromachining. For example, this technique has been
used to produce monolithic nanofluidic sieving struc-
tures that are similar to two-dimensional artificial gels
used for DNA molecule manipulations �Volkmuth and
Austin, 1992; Turner et al., 1998�. These structures are
also useful for interfacing microfluidic and nanofluidic
channels �Cao et al., 2002�. An asymmetric lattice of or-
thogonally interconnected nanochannels with equal
pitch and dissimilar channel cross section has been fab-
ricated using electron-beam lithography by Riehn et al.
�2006�, which could be used for the separation of DNA
molecules �Sec. IV.D�.

D. Nanoimprint lithography

A low-cost and high-throughput method for the fabri-
cation of 2D nanofluidic channels is nanoimprint lithog-
raphy, which was first reported by Chou and Krauss
�1997�. In a single step with elevated temperature and
pressure, a channel template can be imprinted onto a
thin polymer film cast on a glass cover slip �Quake and
Scherer, 2000; Guo et al., 2003; Cheng and Guo, 2004� or
onto a poly�methyl methacrylate� wafer �Abgrall et al.,
2007�. The nanochannel dimensions are controlled by a
simple relationship involving the initial polymer layer
thickness and the mold pattern configuration, and the
grating period can be reduced by frequency doubling
�Cui et al., 2007�. Nanoimprint lithography has also been
demonstrated on free-standing membranes �Heyderman
et al., 2003�.

E. Bonding and sealing methods

To achieve encapsulation of bulk-machined
nanochannels, bonding and sealing has to be performed.
Depending on the bulk material in which the nanochan-
nels have been produced �Madou, 1997�, different meth-
ods can be used. Two silicon wafers can be joined by
silicon fusion bonding at temperatures above 1000 °C.
For the fabrication of silicon-on-glass wafers, anodic
bonding is known to result in high bonding strength
when simultaneously exposing the wafers to an elevated-
temperature treatment of about 500 °C and a dc voltage
of approximately 750 V �Knowles and van Helvoort,
2006�. Methods for bonding between two glass wafers
can be divided into methods using either high tempera-
ture �glass fusion bonding�, extremely high pressures
�Sayah et al., 2000�, or chemicals such as hydrofluoric
acid �Nakanishi et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2006�. Fabrica-
tion processes at lower temperatures have been devel-
oped because high temperatures are not suitable for
heat-sensitive materials such as electrodes.

Glass wafers with an intermediate layer of amorphous
silicon can be bonded at temperatures of about 250 °C
and a dc voltage of approximately 500 V �Berthold et al.,
2000; Lee et al., 2001�. This field-assisted bonding tech-
nique is interesting for microelectronic devices, since en-
capsulation is achieved at reasonable temperatures.
Other intermediate or adhesive layers �Niklaus et al.,
2006� have been used for wafer bonding, such as water
glass �Satoh, 1999; Ito et al., 2002�, spin-on glass �Wang et
al., 1997�, benzocyclobutene �Niklaus et al., 2001�, or
glue �Sayah et al., 2000�. However, using such adhesive
layers for the fabrication of nanochannels bears the risk
of nanochannel clogging.

F. Realization of single nanopores in membranes

The realization of single nanopores fabricated in a
membrane are not the principal focus of this review, but
we present selected techniques in this area. The integra-
tion capabilities of membranes in �TAS are growing

(a) (b)
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FIG. 31. Scanning electron microscope images of 2D defined
nanochannels fabricated by two different sacrificial layer meth-
ods. �a� Formation of a nanowire on the sidewall of a step and
�b� etching of a sacrificial strip separating the substrate and the
capping layer. From Tas et al., 2002.
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FIG. 32. Cross section of a chip illustrating two microchannels
linked by a nanochannel, whose height is defined by the thick-
ness of the amorphous silicon �a-Si� layer. The inset shows a
scanning electron microscope image of the 50-nm-high
nanochannel. Adapted from Schoch, 2006.
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�Kuo et al., 2003; de Jong et al., 2006; Flachsbart et al.,
2006�, and solid membranes produced in a wafer seem to
be the most suitable for this.

The smallest single nanopore that can be achieved in a
solid is fabricated with high-energy beams, and is prom-
ising for DNA translocation measurements as presented
in Sec. IV. For its fabrication, a 60-nm-diam pore was
made with a focused ion beam on a 500-nm-thick silicon
nitride membrane. Li et al. �2001� exposed this pore to a
3 keV Ar+ ion beam, which decreased the initial pore
size of 60 nm down to 1.8 nm �Fig. 33�. In this method,
called “ion beam sculpting,” the atomic flow of matter
into the pore occurs upon stimulation by the ion beam.
Storm et al. �2003� used a transmission electron micro-
scope to shrink a pore. First, a 20 nm pore was fabri-
cated in a 350-nm-thick silicon membrane using
electron-beam lithography and anisotropic etching. Af-
ter thermal oxidation, the pore was reduced to 2 nm,
since the silicon oxide can be fluidized upon exposure to
a high-energy electron-beam. It is proposed that Joule-
heating-assisted irradiation-induced diffusion is the rea-
son for such shrinkage �Zhang et al., 2007�.

A different technique can be used to produce syn-
thetic nanopores with diameters of 1.8 nm in 10-nm-
thick membranes, and is based on drilling �Storm et al.,
2003; Ho et al., 2005�. Single nanopores in a variety of
membrane materials have been achieved with electron-
beam-stimulated decomposition and sputtering using a
transmission electron microscope operated at
200–300 keV, which generates a tightly focused beam as
small as 0.5 nm in diameter. Such pores in silicon nitride
have been reduced in size by Krapf, Wu, Smeets, et al.
�2006� upon exposure to a low-intensity electron beam,
allowing shrinkage down to a 0.8-nm-diam opening, rep-
resenting the smallest reported nanopore. Monolayer
deposition of silicon oxide to shrink an initial 50-nm-
diam pore down to 4 nm in a silicon nitride membrane
was demonstrated by Danelon et al. �2006�. These pores
are suitable for further biochemical surface modifica-
tions.

Single and asymmetric nanopores with diameters
down to 2 nm can be fabricated in a polymer foil using
the track etching technique, based on the irradiation of a
polymer foil with energetic heavy ions and subsequent
chemical etching �Siwy and Fulinski, 2002a; Harrell et

al., 2003; Siwy, Apel, Dobrev, et al., 2003; Li, Harrell,
and Martin, 2004�. Fast heavy ions can lead to perma-
nent material changes along the nearly straight ion path,
referred to as ion tracks, which can be selectively
opened with appropriate etchants. Asymmetric pores
have been shown to exhibit unique properties, specifi-
cally asymmetric diffusion �Siwy, Kosinska, Fulinski, et
al., 2005�, ionic current rectification �see Sec. III.A.3�
�Wei et al., 1997; Siwy et al., 2004; Cervera et al., 2006;
Vlassiouk and Siwy, 2007� by using calcium �Siwy et al.,
2006� or DNA �Harrell et al., 2004� to change the surface
properties, voltage gating similar to biological channels
�Siwy, Apel, Baur, et al., 2002, 2003�, and sensing of pro-
teins �Siwy, Trofin, Kohli, et al., 2005�.

More recently, multiple nanopores with controlled
sizes between 5 and 25 nm were fabricated in a 15-nm-
thick nanocrystalline silicon membrane, which has re-
markable mechanical properties �Striemer et al., 2007�.
Nanopores are obtained from voids formed spontane-
ously as nanocrystals of the membrane nucleate and
grow during rapid thermal annealing. Currently, this
process cannot be predicted with existing models.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

This review shows that nanofluidics offers a variety of
unique properties in nanochannels, nanofilters, nanop-
ores, nanowires, and at the microchannel-nanochannel
interface. In such nanostructures, transport phenomena
that are accessible only at these length scales can be
achieved, and this opens new opportunities and research
directions. Thus, nanofluidics is significantly relevant to
nanoscience and nanotechnology, and may lead to new
advances.

The nanostructures presented have been kept rela-
tively simple in order to elucidate their physical prin-
ciples, establishing a basis for massive parallelism with
integrated electrical characterizations for potential na-
noelectrofluidic systems. Such devices have a high po-
tential for impact in biological and medical applications
for separation, detection, and analytic purposes. Nano-
fluidic systems have the capability of dealing with a lim-
ited amount of sample, which is particularly important in
biomedicine, for example, to analyze species from a
single cell. Important practical significance is attributed
to the substantial decrease in the immunoassay response
time, demonstrated in nanochannels with an induced
flow �Schoch et al., 2007�.

In addition to the elucidated properties of nanofluidic
systems, chemical and physical properties of single mol-
ecules can be investigated in nanochannels �Craighead,
2006�. Such single-molecule interrogations have demon-
strated restriction mapping of DNA molecules �Riehn et
al., 2005� and repressor-DNA interactions �Wang,
Tegenfeldt, Reisner, et al., 2005�. Dependent on the con-
finement degree of DNA in nanochannels, diffusivity
�Balducci et al., 2006� and stretching �Tegenfeldt, Prinz,
Cao, Chou, et al., 2004; Reisner et al., 2005; Jo et al.,
2007; Krishnan et al., 2007� have been studied at differ-
ent conditions to describe the fundamental properties of

(a) (b)

FIG. 33. Transmission electron microscope image of �a� initial
60-nm-diam pore and �b� the same sample after ion beam ex-
posure yielding a shrunken 1.8-nm-diam pore. From Li et al.,
2001.
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these polymer molecules. For single-molecule analysis,
optical techniques are the most straightforward, stan-
dard fluorescence microscopy is typically used, and fluo-
rescence correlation spectroscopy �Magde et al., 1972;
Hess et al., 2002� in submicrometer-sized channels �Fo-
quet et al., 2002, 2004� and near-field scanners with high
spatial resolution �Tegenfeldt et al., 2001; Tegenfeldt,
Prinz, Cao, Huang, et al., 2004� are also considered.
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LISTS OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
CPE constant phase element
DBL diffusion boundary layer
EDL electrical double layer
EEE exclusion-enrichment effect
�TAS micro total analysis systems
A surface area m2

CCPE CPE capacitance F
CGC Gouy-Chapman layer capacitance F
CH Helmholtz layer capacitance F
Cstray stray capacitance F
D diffusion coefficient m2 s−1

E electric field V m−1

Es electric field in nanochannel V m−1

Et tangential electric field V m−1

Fe entropic force kg m s−2

Fel electrical force kg m s−2

Fot optical force kg m s−2

G conductance S
Gp conductance plateau S
I current A
Id current density A m−2

Id0
exchange current density A m−2

Ilim limited current A
Is ionic strength M
J, J flux per area mol s−1 m−2

KL bulk conductivity S m−1

K� surface conductance S
K�d surface conductance of diffuse

layer S
K�i surface conductance of Stern layer S
L mean drift distance m
N DNA base-pair number
P* geometrical permeability m3 s−1

Peff effective permeability m3 s−1

Px passage rate mol s−1

R0 radius of gyration m
Rnano resistance of nanochannel �
Rt charge-transfer resistance �m−2

S* geometrical cross section m2

Seff effective cross section m2

T absolute temperature K
V0 equilibrium potential V
Va applied potential V
ZCPE impedance of CPE �
ZW Warburg impedance �
a grid size m
ap particle radius m
c, c concentration M
c* concentration at high Is M
c0 standard molarity of 1 M
cb bulk concentration M
ce excess mobile counterion

concentration M
ceff effective concentration M
ct transition concentration M
cw wall charge concentration M
d length of nanochannel m
dDNA diameter of DNA strand m
dOHP distance to outer Helmholtz plane m
f friction coefficient kg s−1

fs specific friction coefficient kg m−1 s−1

h height of nanochannel m
lb distance between base pairs m
nCPE CPE exponent
nDNA number of DNA in nanopore
ni volume density m−3

ni
� bulk volume density m−3

p pressure N m−2

q net charge e
qDNA

* effective DNA q per base pair e bp−1

qDNAl

* effective DNA q per length C m−1

r radial coordinate m
r0 radius of pore m
rD Donnan ratio
t time s
tan transference number of anion
tca transference number of cation
td depth of deep region m
ts depth of shallow region m
vc convective velocity field m s−1

veo electro-osmotic velocity m s−1

veo2 veo of the second kind m s−1

vep electrophoretic velocity m s−1

w width of nanochannel m
x x direction m
xf DNA length inside filter m
xp DNA length inside pillar array m
y y direction m
z z direction m
zi valency of ion i
� electric potential V
�n applied electric potential V
�D Donnan potential V
�diff diffusion potential V
�m membrane potential V
�m molar conductivity S m2 mol−1
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�m
0 limiting molar conductivity S m2 mol−1

� constant
� exclusion-enrichment coefficient
�part partition coefficient
! DBL thickness m
� energy J
�p potential energy J
	r relative permittivity
� flux mol s−1

�* geometrical flux mol s−1

�eff effective flux mol s−1

�bulk bulk conductivity S m−1

�a activity coefficient
� dynamic viscosity kg m−1 s−1

� streaming potential V
� Debye-Hückel parameter m−1

D Debye length m
� mobility m2 V−1 s−1

�* effective mobility on DNA m2 V−1 s−1

�eo electro-osmotic mobility m2 V−1 s−1

�ep electrophoretic mobility m2 V−1 s−1

�̃ chemical potential J mol−1

�5 electrochemical potential J mol−1

# deflection angle deg
� charge density C m−3

�d diffuse layer charge density C m−2

�s surface charge density C m−2

" trapping lifetime s
"0 " at high electric field s
� symmetry factor
� frequency Hz
� electric potential due to �s V
�ct charge-transfer overpotential V
�d diffuse layer potential V
�i inner Helmholtz plane potential V
�s surface potential V
�to total overpotential V
� zeta potential V

Fundamental constants and units
F Faraday constant 96 485 C mol−1

NA Avogadro constant 6.022�1023 mol−1

R gas constant 8.314 J mol−1 K−1

e charge of the electron 1.602�10−19 C
kB Boltzmann constant 1.381�10−23 J K−1

	0 permittivity of free
space 8.854�10−12 F m−1

Capaci-
tance farad F=C V−1=A2 s4 kg−1 m−2

Charge coulomb C=A s
Concen-
tration molar M=mol l−1=103 mol m−3

Energy joule J=N m=kg m2 s−2

Force newton N=kg m s−2

Frequency hertz Hz=s−1

Power watt W=J s−1=kg m2 s−3

Pressure pascal Pa=N m−2=kg m−1 s−2

Resistance

ohm �=V A−1=kg m2 A−2 s−3

Voltage volt V=J C−1=kg m2 A−1 s−3
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